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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. REVIEU OF PREVIOUS WORKS

1.1.1. Theoretical Studies of Grob,t.h Mechanism of Metal

Crysta15 from the Melt

Crystal growth from t,he melt has been used most widely for

the preparation of large single crystals of metals. alloys and

semiconductors. Many investigations have been made to understand

the mechanism of crystal growth from the melt. However･. the

mechanism of crystal growth from the melt has I■10t yet been

understood a5 Clearly a5 that from vapor phase Or 501し1tion. even

in the relatively simple case of growth of pure metals.

Since crystal growth occurs at 5urfaces which contact

the parent phase such as vapour. solut.ioll Or the melt. a clear

understanding of interface structure is indispensable. In the case

of crystal growth from vapor phase Or SOlut.ion. the surface of a

growing crystal can be assumed in general to be flat and smooth

on atomic or molecular scale. The theories of cryst,al growth froln

vapor phase Or 501ution have been developed by Ko55el
(1),(2)

stranski-Kalschew
(3).

Becker-Dorin9
(4),

volmer
(5)

and Burtoll-

cabrera-Frank
(6)★.

In these Ca5e5. it i5 theoretically

ascertained that at least a 5et Of low-index cryst.a1 5urface5 aI､e

flat and smooth under ordinary conditions and that fundamental

proce55e5 are (1) the arrival of atom5 at the crystal
- 一 - ■■■ - ■-

- 一
-

- ■- -
-

■一 - ■- ■■一 - - - - 一■■ - - - - ■- - - ■一 ■- - - -
--

- - - ■■ ■- ■一 - - - - - ■- ■- - ■■ ■- - - -ー -
■-

- - ■■■ - - -

* A. Ookawa : ''Crystal Growth'' (SyokaboiTokyo.1977) in Japanese
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surface, (2) the migration of absorbed molecular (or atoms). (3)

I.he advance of steps. and (4) nucleation on a groh'ing surface.

On the other hand, the solid-liquid interface of a growing

crystal i5 nOt neCe55arily considered to be flat and 5mOOt.II On I,he

atomic scale. and the atomic 5truCture and the nature･ of the

interface have not yet been clarified as a function of growtll

conditions. In contrast tO the density of vapour pha.5e Or`

solution which i5 Very loh' COmpared with that of the crystal. the

density of the melt is as high as that of the crystal. Since the

melt and the crystal generally have very 5imilar co-ordinatioll

number of atoms. the atomic structure of solid-liquid interface is

believed to be quite different from that of the surface of growillg

crystal contactin9 VapOr pba5e Or 501ution.

K.A.Jack50n
(7)-(9)

introduced the concept of =rou9bness･t

using the tuo-dimensional lsing model. and investigated

relationship between the rou9hne55 0f cry5ta1 5urface and

temperature. In order to judge uhetller the crystal surface is

Smooth or rough. he introduced a parameterCX
(8).

which is

expressed as follows ;

α = (l-I/V)(Lo/kTE)

where. nl is the number of nearest neighbors of a single atom on

the plane surface. v the total possible number of nearest

neighbors of an atom in the parent body (so called cordination

number)･ Lo the latent heat of the tl､an5fomation･ k■the

Boltz:mann's constant and TE is the equili.briun temperature･ He

proposed the following criterion: (i) when "o('' is larger thall

two. the crystal surface should be atomistically smooth. (ii) bZhen

"o(ll is smaller than two. the surface should be atomistically

rough.

ー2-



D.E.Temkin
(10)

proposed the concept of diffu5ene55 0f the

interface on the basis of a multilayer model wllicll Was an

expansion of Jackson●5 tWO dimensional model. Becau5e Temkin●s

multilayer model neither liI'nits the nun'Jber of layers nor

restricts the temperature of the interface to the melting point.

his model holds for all kinds of solid-liquid interface. However,

it 5bould be noticed that both of these two mOde15 are based oll

discrete lattice models of solid and liquid near the interface.

which are originally irlVented for the growt,h from vapor phase or

solution.

cahn et. al.
(ll)I(12)

Studied tbe 501id-liquid interface

u5i11g a COntinuou5 mOdel which ～;aS Originally applied to second

order phase transformation. In this theory.the surface energy of

an illterface d-epends on the mean position of the interface with

respect tO the atomic plane in the crystal, and therefoI.･e, the

surface energy should vary p早riodically as the interface moves.

To consider the mechanism of crystal growth from the melt,育.t

is lleCeSSary tO understand what the unit process of crystal growtll

is. Theories of crystal growth have been classified.into two major

proce55e5. namely. (1) atom by atom proce55 and (2) collect.ed atom

process
(13).

･Jackson･s
theory

(7)-(9)
and Temkin･s theory

(10)

mentioned above are based on the assumption that the unit process

of crystal growth from the melt is at.om by atom process. On the

other hand. in the theory of Cahn and his co-uorkers
(ll)･(12).

it

i5 COnCeived that the unit proce55 i5 the motion of collected

atoms. Be5ides ■these. there are other versioIIS Of growth tlleOry

based of the dislocation model-of liquid in the melted 5tate

(16)
In these theories. Cry5tal growth from the melt

-3-
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considered to be a recovery process Of heavily dislocated

materials, namely. the melt. A 5peCific characteristic of these

theorie5 i5 that they take accoullt Of the 5truCture Of the parent

phase. the melt. which is lacking in the aforementioned three

tbeorie5.

Another viewpoint on the discu55ion of mechani5m5 0f cI､y5tal

growth from the melt is provided by kinetics. 1.e. the relation

between growth rate and undercooling at the interface

(supercooling). The kinetics of cI-yStal growth is of importance

because it 90Vern5 the morpholo9ie5 0f a crystal and play5 an

important role in influencing the stability of grouing illterface.

Theorie5 0f kinetic5 for the crystal growth from the melt have

been evolved from that of growth from vapor phase. The relations

between growth rate (V) and supercooling (A T) are classified

roughly intoJ three types in conlleCtion with the interface

Structure, a5 follow5;

(1) V=AIAT

(2) V ≡ A2eXpトA3〟T)

(3) V=A4(■T)2

for growth on rough interface
(17)

for two dimensional nucleation

and growth on smooth interface
(119)

: for 5CreW dislocation a55i5ted

growth on smooth interface
(19)

Detailed classification was made by Brice
(20)

as shown in table

I. Tiller
(21)

proposed another classification of the equations

foI､ the kinetics.

It 5hould be empba5ized that tbe5e equations for the kinetics

of crystal growth from the melt must be verified experimentally.

Howeveri there bave■ been few experiment5 0f that kind on the

kinetics of crystal grohlth of metals. excepting those Of lou

meltin9 temperature 5uCb a5 9a11ium. becau5e Of the diffi_culty in

-4-



Tahle 1 Growth rates of varjoIJS types Of iTl†.er face
(2n)

Type of interface Grow血rate

Perfect singular

1

2

3

4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Large nuclei spreading slowly

arse nuclei spreading rapidly

mall nuclei spreading slowly

血an nuclei spreading rapdny

Imperfect singuhr

L

S)

S｣

(a) Constant fraction of sites avanable

仲) Sc托W dislocation at sJnAn SuPer-

cooling

(c) Screw dislocation at large super-

cooling

Rough

(a) Small supercooling

(b) Large supercoo1血g

A
IATl exp(-Bl/AT)

A2ーexp(- B2/AT)
A3ATl+i7t'

A.ATl+7L'

A&AT

A9(1
-

exp(-B3AT))

Ai and Bi are COnStaJltSfor the v打ious kizlds of pro¢鴇S. Ai is gcncra山y a

function of temperature and w甜dcqeiLSe Slowly as the tempcmttJre fans.

tt+ is the n皿ber of atoms in a critical I)udeus.
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determining the portion of the interface, temperature and growth

rate normal to the interface for a metal with a relatively high

melting temperature. Instead, several experiments with computer

simulation5 have been carried out on this problem, a5 Will be

ment.ioned in the next section.

1.1.2. Experimental Studies of Growth Mechanism of IJetallic

Crystals from the rLv,leユt

As mentioned before. a detailed knowledge of the solid-liquid

interface during growth is of grea･t i)7)POrt.anCe tO infer the

mechanism of crystal growth from the melt. It i5 impo5Sible.

however. to observe tbe 5truCture Of 501id-liquid interface during

growth on an atomic scale (recently. the improvement on resolution

of electron microscopes allohrS u5 tO Carry Out real time

observations of solid-liquid interface in equilibrium state of

atomic scale(54). but 5imilarob5erVations during growth have not

yet been carI'ied out). Direct ob5erVation5 0f macroscopica】.

interface morphology. therefoI､e. have been made for many years.

Most of the early studies on the interf-ace morphology were

made by examining the. quenched or the so-called -'decanted"

interface at room temperature. Ueinberg and Chalmers
(22)-(24)

5bowed that the 501id-liquid illterface could be revealed by

pouring or accelerating away the unsolidified liquid (decanting

procedures). The decalltin9 method brou9ht u5 COn5iderable

information about the complex proce55e5 0CCurrin9 at a 501id-

liquid interface. For example. the first evidence of the

transition from planar to cellular gro'wth was obtained from the

-6-



optical micro9rapby of decanted 5urface5
(25ト(27)

However, the

1imitation5 0f the decantin9 metbod were indicated by Chadwick

(31)
He 5howed that a film of retained liquid would invariably

remain on portion5 0f a decanted interface and that 5ubsequellt

free2:ing of the retained liquid would mask the true micro-

Structural details.

To avoid these Shortcomings of qリenChing or decanting method･

experimental techniqし1e5 0f direct alld t～eal time ob5erVa_tioll Of tlle

interracial morphology have been devised. based on optical

micro5COpy
(32ト(40),

electron micro5COpy
†28ト(30).

and X-ray

t.opo9raplly. etC. However. mo5t Of the diI､eCt Observations of

crystal growth from the melt by optical nicroscopy or electron

microscopy have been limited to systems freezing at relatively

low rates (less than about 10-1 um/s) due to the high

magnification.

Numerou5 5tudie5 COnCernin9 With the interface morpbolo9y

have been made by optical microscopy. Because it is relatively

easy tO make direct observations of 501idification phenomena il一

transparent systems. a great deal has been learr)ed from them about･

the growth mechanism of pure materials

solidification
(35ト(38)

(32)-(34)

. and eutectic 501idification

. dendritic

(39),(40)

etc.

The study of metallic crystals by the direct method has been

made throu9b the use Of reflection micro5COpy because Of the

opaqueness of metals. Pennington et al.
(41)

N.V.Stoichev et al.

(42)
and I.Gutzok, et al.

(43)
made direct neasurement5 0f the

relation between growth rate and supercoolin9 0n 9allium and its

alloys. Cline
(44)

Studied eutectic 9rOWth of Pb-Sn 5y5temS.

-7-



observing that the faint contrast between the lead-rich solid and

the liquid pba5e ari5e5 from 51i9ht differences in their optical

reflectivitie5. Sucll mOrpholo9ical information on the 501id-

liquid interface of metallic crystals can be obtained through

optical micro5COpy. However. lattice defect5 5uCb a5 dj5,locations

of metallic crystals cannot be detected by this method and

observation5 0f the interaction between dislocations and groh'ing

interface cannot be made, which would provide u5 With 5ig■nifica.nt

information on mechanism Of crystal growth from the melt. Tn

addition, real-time observation of 9rOWin9 int.er face by optical

microscopy is liJ7)ited to the free surface observation in the case

of opaque materials and to metals with a relatively low melting

temperature.

The application of transmission electron microscopy to the

Study of crystal gro山･th of a metallic crystal has made it possible

to observe micromorpholo9ica1 5truCture Of tbe 501id-liquid

interface during growth of a foil specimen of less than one microll

thick. Glicksman and Void
(45)

observed growth of interface of

pure bismuth intermittently ; during the image formation. melting

and growth had to be disrupted. Such an observation of solid-

liquid interface may be considered 1'direct" when the effect of

thi5 disruption is negligible for･ the growth of the interface.

Recelltly, the development5 0f hi9b voltage electron microscope

(I MeV) and TV imaging 5ySt.emS enable us to make in situ

ob5erVation5 0f the morpholo9y Of 501id-liquid interface of

growing metallic crystals. Uith this technique, dynaMic

ob5erVation5 0f 501idification proce55 bave been attempted on pure

metals
(46)

or metallic alloys
(46ト(48).

Although electron micro5COPy makes it possible to observe the

-8-



dynamic behavior of melting and growth processe5 0f metallic

crystals with very high resolution. several disadvantages of this

metod have been pointed out as follows
(49).

(1) The extreme thinness of the 5PeCimen used may give rise to

unusual situation5 Uhich will never be encountered in any usual

macroscopic 501idification process. for example. the absence of

thermal convection and very large thermal gradient. Under t.ypical

experimental conditions. the thermal 9Ⅰ､adient at the solid-liquid

interface is estimated to be about 10
2

- 10
3

ド/mm, which is very

unusual.

(2) Its application is limited to a low growth rate. and to the

specimen5 With sufficiently low vapor pressure at the melting

point.

Therefore. considerable precaution must be taken in comparing the

phenomena observed by the elect.ron microscope With those ill the

growth proce55 0f bulk cry5ta15.

X-ray topography has lnany adva.ntage5, but in a 5enSe it i5

complementary to electron microscopy. Dynamic observat.ions of

melting and growth processes by mean5 0f this method has been

desired because it can eliminate the disadvantages of electron

microscopy. Recent development of TV imaging 5yStemS COmbined with

hig■h intensity X-Ⅰ､ay 9eneratOrS permits direct and real tinle

ob5erVation5 0f meltin9 and solidification phenomena of opaque

Crystals such as metals and semiconduct･or.s･

chikawa
(50)

has presented the first report on real-time X-

ray topographic observation of growth of silicon cryst.als. In the

fo11owin9 works
(51)-(53).

he and his co-workers Studied interface

morphology durillg melting and growt.h from the melt and found that

a strong contrast was observed in the liquid near the interface

-9-



during growth.uhi-ch did not appear during the melting process･

They concluded that this contrast is due to crystallites k'hich are

formed in the supercooled melt along the interface. AIso in these

works. they 5tudied behavior of dislocations near t.he interface

and the effect of dislocations on faceted growth. The me.thod they

used for observation involved direct heating of the surface of the

plate- Shaped speciman by two carbon heateI､5 (FZ method)
(51)

so

that the middle part of the specimen was melted into an elliptical

shape.

However. there have been actually no real time observations

so far on interface morphology of grouing nletallic crystals in an

ordinary condition. ( After we have published papers on real-time

observations of 9rOWing crystals, Nittono et al.
(54)

observed

melting and growth processes Of a tin single crystal by X-ray

topography using synchrotron radiation with a method similar to

that of Chikawa et al.)

On the olle hand. experiment5 0n the kinetic5 0f crystal

growth from the melt are very rare and limited to metals h'ith low

meltin9 temPerature 5uCb a5 9allium and it5 alloy5
(55)-(58)

because of the difficulty involved in determining the interface

temperature. In this kind of study. t.he capillary technique has

been employed in which a crystal is grown in a fine bore tube

(55ト(58)
The 5し1per-iority of thi5 teChnique lies in the fact that

thi5 teChnique makes it possible t.o grohJ dislocation-free single

crystals and also makes it possible to determine the temperature

of the interface when tbe 9rOWtb rat.e i5 5ufficiently 5mall. In

these works. three kinds of growth such as (a) lateral growth by

two diJnen5ional nucleation. (b) lateral growth by
･the

5CreW

-10-



dislocation. (c) continuous growth. were observed from the

measurment of the growth rate a5 a function of 5uPerCOOling. 1n

thi5 Way, if it i5 pO55ible to carry out precise meaSuremelltS O王■

grouth rate as a function of supercooling, t.he mechanism Of

crystal growth from the melt can be determined by comparillg the

observed relation between growth rate and supercooling with that

theoretically derived, for example. a5 5hown in Table 1. However.

it is very difficult to apply the capillary method to a metal with

relatively high melting temperature. and there have been no

experimental studie5 0n growth kinetics of such metals by direct

and real-time observation.

1n5tead of this. 5eVeral computer simulation5 have been

at･tempted on the 5truCture Of 501id-liquid interface in

equilibrium State
(59)-(62)I(65)

or during growth
(63)-(65).

and

on the kinetics of crystal growth on the basis of statistical or

dynamical model
(63)-(65).

computer simulation enables one to

investigate the growing process in an atomic level or examille

whether the postulated model i5 prOper Or not.

However. it has been pointed out that even if the result of

computer simulation gives a satisfactory agreement, with the

presumed interface kinetics. there still remains a problem as to

whether or not the presumed mechanism describes properly the

Process Of crystal growth from the melt because of the assumption

about liquid State
(65).

It was also pointed out that theI,e is a

discrepancy betueen t.he experimental result. of grohTtll killetics

(57)
and the kinetics expected from Jackson･5 theory

(8).

-臼i!一



1.2. THE AIM OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The primal､y Objective of crystal groh7th is the productioll 0f

materials with predicted and controlled properties. The contI'01

of the crystal growth. iII Particular. the growth of dislocation-

free cry5ta15 ba5 become. in part, fea5ible indu5tI'ially.

However.the understanding of t.he mechanism of crystal groh.th frolrJ

the melt. h･hich is neces･5ary tO COIltrOl the crystal grok7th from

the melt. i5 in5ufficieれt.

One of the most effective experimental methods for

investigating the growth mechanism is direct and dynamic

observation of the morphology of the solid-liquid interface during

growth. The morpholo9y Of the solid-liquid illtel.･face is closely

related to 9rOWtb mechani5m5. Wben the interface i5 far from

isothermal. l.e‥ When macro5COpic facetillg Of the iflterface i5

observed. the growth rate is highly anisotropic. When. o11 the

other hand. the interface is always observed along the isothermal

plane. the growth is isotropic. According to theor･etical

predictions
(9).

a continuous growth mechanism Mould imply

isotropic growth. while a lateral groh7tll mechanism Would imply

anisotropic growth. However, the reverse arguments cannot be made

with any gellerality, because the observed degree of anisotropy

must alway5 be considered ill relation to the exi5tiI19 temperature

differences in the system.

The method of unidirectiona1 solidification makes it. possible

to correlate the observed illterface morphologies with the growth

mechanisms. In thi5 unidirectional solidification. in which groMt.h

OCCur5 0ntO a Part Of the cryst.al while a heat 5ink is attached to

-12-



the remainder. the latent heat generated during the growth process

can be I,emoved by conduction into the 501id rather than illtO the

liquid. A5 a result, tbe existence of extensive zone5 0f

supercooling in the liquid can be avoided there by preveriting

instability in the 9rOWin9 Surface which lead5 tO
･Chemical

inhomogeneity in crystals with impurities.

Tbe aim of the pre5ent 5tudy i5 tO provide more direct

infoI'mation on the mechanism of crystal growth from the melt by-

observing 5olid-liquid interface with the aid of real time X-ray

topography and to make our understanding on the mechanism of

crystal growth clear by confronting the 色Ⅹperimental observations

with the existing theories.

In the pre5ent 5tudie5, at first. in order to observe

dynamically unidirectional meltiI19 alld 9rOWtb proce55e5 0f

metallic single crystals, Brid9man furnace5 Were newly constructed

foI' real time X-ray topography (Chapter 2).

Uith the aid of these furnaces which were combined, with a

high intensity X-ray generator and a TV imaglng System.

morphologie5 0f 501id-liquid interface during melting and grouth

processes of metallic crystals. which.are opaque t.o visible light.

Were Observed, and growth mechanism was investigated from the

observation of illterface mol､pbolo9y and eff■ect of di51ocation5 011

it (Chapter 3)･ Mea5urement5. Of 9rOWth rate a5 a function of

Super-COOlin9 Were a150 made with tbe5e furllaCe5 and 9rOWtll

mechanism Was inferred by comparin9 the experimental results witll

the theories on grouth kinetics (Chapter 3).

In order to 9rOW Cry5ta15 With hi9b perfection, it i5

necessary tO make clear the format.ion mechaLnism of dislocations

durin9 Cry5ta1 9rOWth. To do tb15, real time ob5erVatlon5 0f the

ri!醐-



processes of generation and propagation of dislocations is a most

suitable experiment. Real-time X-ray topography wa5 applied to the

study of the generation mechanism of dislocations and t,he

mechallism of crystal growth from the )･nelt was discussed (Chapter

4).

In these studies, aluminium alld gallium single crystals were

used. Alumillium ha5 f.c.c. structure alld a relatively lob' melting

temperature. and the thickness of aluminium specimen t for

satisfying リt=1. wherelJ is lillear absol､Ption coefficiellt., is

about O･7 mm for Ag Kal radiat･ion･ This is very favorable for･ the

observation of melting and growt.h process with real time X-ray

topography under conditions 5imilar to common macroscopic growth.

Gallium ha5 face-centered orthorobmbic 5truCture, and Jackson●s

parameter a
(8)

is nearly equal to 2. Accordingly. Jackson･s

theory suggests a possibility of gI'OMth 卜either
by lateral

mechanism Or by adhesive mechanism, Or by botll foI' thi5 material,

dependin9 0Il a growth condition.

Dendritic growth is the most common mechanism of

crystallization from the melt in alloys. and the fineness of the

dendrite influences the mechanica.1 properties and homogenization

kinetics of mater'ials. Because of t,he industrial necessity of

COntrOlling its structure. many studies have been made. Tlowever,

most Of the 5tudie5 0n thi5 prOblem of alloy5 have beell made
‖ex

post facto-一 to the actual proce55 by a photo9rapbic method. Real

time observation by X-ray topography has been first applied to the

investigation of dendritic growth of alloys (Chapter 5).

Observations have been made using Al-Mg alloys on the following

5ubject5 :

(I) Sequential growth and morphology of the dendrite arms during
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501idification a5 a function of 9Ⅰ､OWth rate.

(2) Morpholo9ical change5 0f dendrite arms as a function of Mg

content.

(3) Morphological chan9e5 apd solute redistribution during cooling

and i50tbermal･annealiI19 after silidification.

(4) MeltiI19 PrOCeS5 0f previously grown dendrite.
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cHAPTER 2 APPARATUS FOR REAL TIME OBSERVATIONS OF CRYSTAL GROWTH

BY X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

X-ray topography, optical a5 Well a5 electron microscopy and

the dislocation etching method have been used for the studies of

crystal perfection and mechanism of crystal 9rOWtb. Amon9 these

methods. transmission X-ray topogra.phy. especially the Lang

method.
(1)

is the most effective and universal method for the

study of crystal growth, becau5e it ellable5 0ne t･0 0b5erVe nOn-

destructively crystal defects in a large area of relatively thick

crystal which is opaque to visual light. However, whell a

conventional X-ray 50urCe is used, a lon9 eXpO5ure is usually

needed to record diffracted ima9e5 0f crystal defect5 becaし15e Of

the weakne55 0f X-ray inten5itie5. Consequently most Of the

studies on crystal grouth with X-ray topography have been made

so far statically by observing the structure of as-groun crystal

at room temperature. Therefore. the studies on the mechanism of

crystal growth have usually been based on such static observations

on the morphology of. as grown crystals and on the grown-in crystal

defects. such as dislocations. growth striation's. etc.

By using a recently developed ultra high power X-ray

generator ( RU-1500. RIGAKU DENKI )
(2)

or synchrotron Orbital

Radiation unit ( SOP )
(3)

as a x-ray source and by using TV-VTR

5y5tem a5 a COntinuou5 recording Sy5tem
(4).

it ha5 become
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po55ible to observe dynamical behavior5 0f defect5 il1 9rOWin9

cry5ta15
(5ト(9)

or phase transformation of cry5ta15
【10ト(12).

However. very limited studies have been reported on real time

observation of meltin9 and 9rOWth proce55eS. The 501id-liquid

interface of Si
(13)-(15)

and Sn
()6)

single crystal
.has

been

studied by a local melting technique. However. no reports have

been found on real time X-ray topographic observation of melting

and 9rOWth proce55e5 0f metallic cry5ta15 u5in9 the tlnl-

directional solidification J7)ethod, which i5 the usual method to

grow metallic single crystals. Uith.this uni-directional method,

one can avoid the formation of a new nuclei and avoid instability

in the growing surface. which leads to chemical inhomogeneity ill

the crysta15 With impurities.

For the purpose of studying the crystal growth from the melt

of metallic materials with relatively hi9h melting temperatures.

high-temperature furnaces of uni-directional solidification for

use with X-ray topographic gonioneter have beell newly developed in

the present experiment. For the furnace for real-time X-ray

topographic observations. the following functional feat.ures are

the ninimun requirment : (I) the furnace can be set on a

topographic goniometer stage and a large area of the specimen (45

mm. in the present apparatus) can be observed with aL high

resolution. (2) measurement of the temperature of the specimen

near the solid-liquid interface can be made in parallel with a

given con5tant 9rOWth rate. (3) the tenpe'rature gradient. of 'the

specimen should be uni-directional. (4) a given temperature

gradient of the solid-liquid interface can be kept constant

durihg growth And on the other hand. a variety of temperature

gradient of 1 K/mm to 10 K/J7)m Can be obtained on request. (5)
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melting and growth can be made in any environmental gas atmosphere

or in a vacuum at any desired temperature belou 1200 K, (6) the

Bragg condition should be kept strictly and, if necessary. its

adjustment can be made during the observat.ion.

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the in-strument5

used for real time x-ray topo9rapby and de5CI'ibe the furnaces

newly developed for real time observation5 0f crystal growth by X-

ray topo9rapby.

2.2. REAL TIME X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY APPARATUS

2.2.1. X-ray 9eneratOr

For real time observation of meltin9 and 9rOWtb proces5e5 0f

metallic crystals. an X-ray diffraction topographic system wllich

consisted of a 90 kU-class high power X-ray generator (RU-

1500. Rigaku Denki)
(2),

a large topographic 90niometer and a TV

imaging 5yStem Were employed. In the case of transmission

topo9raphy (Lan9 method in the present experiment). the 9eneratOr

with a rotating Ag target was operated at. 50 kV,1200 )TIA and a bias

voltage of 1000 V. and Ag Kc( radiations were used for topogr･aphy.

For reflection topography. Cu Kc( radiations from a rotating Cu

target operated at 55 kV and 1300 mA uere.used. The effective size

of the focus was 1.0 x I.0 mm2 and the distance between the focus

and the specimen was 1200 mm. so that the geometrical resolution

Wa5 about 3 〃m in the horizontal direction and 25 〃m in the

vertical direction. A block dia9ram Of the topo9raphic 5y5tem is
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X-Ray Focus

Monitor TV

Fi9tJT.e 2.1 Schematic diagram of X-ray topography

with the T.V. 1JTl=ニ and I.TIC Rridgmall-flJrna｢e.
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shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.2.2. Lan9 Camera

The goniometer used was of a type of Lang camera
(1),

which

can be used for both Ling method and Berg-Barrett method
(17).

The

distance between the X-ray source and the specimen was 1200 mm and

that between the specimen and the film or the specimen and TV

camera was 6-80 mm. The reJT)Ote COT)trot of 6 adjustnent.

sample rotation and selection of imaging area can be made. The

geometry Of observation i5 5hown in Fig. 2.2.

2.2.3. TV Imaging and Recording System

The TV imagin9 SyStem COnSists of a TV camera ullit with a PbO

vidicon tube (Hamamat5u T.V‥ N-603, ima91n9 area: 】2x9 mm2.

spatial resolution: 20
-

25 TIM) video amplifier. a camera control

unit. a digital image processor (Aviopic5,Imageヱ) and a TV

monitor operatin9 a5 a normal closed-circuit TV 5y5tem (Fig. 2.2).

TV frame speed is 30 frames/s and a number of scanning line is

5,25. By orientin9 the crystal so a5 tO 5atisfy the Bra9g COndition

for slightly divergent incident X-ray beam . two images due to the

diffracted Kil and Kb.2, each with a width of 1 mmare received by

the vidicon tube･ These two band-shaped i,nage5 are directly

converted into video signals and displayed simultaneously with a

magnification of about 20 times on the TV monitor. Such images are

called ･･direct-view images.･
(18).

To observe a largerarea of the

5PeCimen, the video signals due to K(*1 (Or Kd2)are Selected
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TV Monitor Direct-View

lmage

Sy71thesized TV Monitor

lmage

Fj91Jre 2･2 Rlock dia9T･an of the jm叩jn9 SySt,en for Y-ray

tr〉pn9raphy.
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electrically and stored in the image storage. while the goniometer

i5 05Cillated between ± 40′ (oscillation topography). The electric

slit is also oscillated in syncronization with the Selected K以l

(or Kc*2) image･ and at the end of the oscillation･ a Lang

topo9raph with the ima9in9 area Of the vidicon tube 【9 x･ 12 mm2)

is displayed on the TV monitor. Such images are referred to as

･･5ynthe5ized ima9e5=
(18).

The dynamic bebavior5 0f the solid-

1iquid interface and dislocations near the interface during

meltin9 and 9rOWtb proce55e5 0f them were continuously observed on

the monitor TV, and video ima9e5 Were recorded by a video tape

recorder (VTR) in parallel with the observation. However, when the

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio) of an i)T)age Was not high enough

to observe ima9e5 0f individual di51ocation5, the S/N ratio was

improved. if necessary, by aveI､aging of n TV frames with the

digital image processor (Image∑, Avionics). The averaging of n

TV frames improves the S′N ratio by a fa(二tol, Of (2n-1)l′2. This

imag･e processing was made for both ''direct-view image'' and

''synthesi2:ed image''. A5 the spacial resolution of the TV imaging

system was lower than the geometrical one. the images were also

recorded intermittently on Ilford-L4 nuclear research plates to

reveal the detai15 0f di5locat.ion confi9uration or to determine

the Bur9er5 VeCtOr5 0f di51ocation5 by the iIIVisibility crit.erioll.

2.3. FURNACES DESIGNED FOR OBSERVATIONS OF UNI-DIRECTIONAL GROWTH

OF METALLIC CRYSTALS
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For the observation of uni-directional melting and growth

proce5Se5 0f metallic cry5ta15 by real time X-ray topography,

two types of in situ heating furnaces were developed, both of

which can be set on the topographic goniometer stage.

Figure 2.3 (a) alld (b) show the uhole view and schematic

illustration of the furnace with a graphite heater. The furnace is

composed of a vacuum chamber with Be windows. a graphite heater

which can be moved up and down. and a graphite crucible with hot

junction5 0f thermocouple5. Any temperature up to about 1200 K can

be obtained with a U-shaped graphite heater. The water-cooled

furnace､ i5 either evacuated to 1 x 10-4 Torr or filled with a

desired environmental 9a5. The depth of the vacuum chamber. i.e.,

the distance between the speciTT)en and Be witldow located on the

side of TV camera was made narrow enough to get better resolution.

The graphite heater can be moved up and down by rota.ting a

micrometer 5CreW, Which is driven by a 5ynChronous mo†.or tbrou9b a

worm gear. This enables us t.o grow cryst.als with a const.ant

temperature gradient near the solid-liquid interface. A plate
-

shaped specimen of a single crystal is put in the graphite

crucible and heated by the graphite heater from both sides of -i,he

crucible. Graphite is very suitable for the crucible of this

furnace because it is 5ufficiently chemically unreact.ive to

aluminium and its alloys below 1070 I(
(21)

and X-ray beans are

scarcely absorbed by it. Th占 crucible consists of three graphite

plates,and the two plates which contact frollt and back surfaces of

the specimen are about 0.5 mm in thickness. The out side size of

the crucible is about 50 (long) x 10 (tAide) x 2 (thick) mm3. The

temperature of the 5peCimen i5 meaSured by ceramic coated cbromel-
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50｢nm

Figure 2.3 (a) A overview of the Bridgman furnace for the in situ observation of

the melting and growth processes with X-ray topography. (b) A schematic

illustration of the furnace.



alunel thermocouple of 0.I mm in diameter, which contact5 the

specimen. The temperature gradient of the specimen is uni-

directional a5 5hown in Fi9ure 2.4. The maxil¶um temperature

gradient of the 5peCimen obtained i5 about 10 K/mm.

The furnace has two Be windows (46 mn in diameter) o-n either

side of it. Incident and diffracted X-ray beams pass through the

Be windows, the graphite heater alld the 9raphite crucible. To

examine the influence of these graphite plates on the spatial

resolution, topograph5 0f silicoII Crystal interposed bet,ween

graphite plates (1 mm in thickness) and the crystal without

graphite plates were taken by the Lang method, which are shown in

Fi9ure 2.5. A5 5een in Fiヮ. 2.5, it can be concluded that

graphite plates have little influence on the resolut.ion of

topo9rapbic ima9e5.

Fi9ure 2.6 5bow5 a SChematic illustration of another type

of the furnace for uni-directional 501idificatioll. 1n tbi5 Ca5e,

the crucible which contains a specimen is heated by four metallic

re5i5tOr5. These heater5 COn5i5t Of a】,し川ina core5 alld Nj-Cr wires

of 0.6 mm in diameter which are wound alon9 the cores. By

adju5tin9 tbe current of the upper ∂Ild the lower heaters, tbe

temperature gradient of the specimen can be changed in the range

of 0.7 K/mm to 1.2 K/mm. Tbe typical temperature 9radiellt Of the

specimen near the melting point (600 K - 660 K) was 1.0 K/mm. as

shown in Figure 2.7. Solidificat.ion wa5 brought about by

decreasing the temperature of the heaters slightly. In this case.

there should be a possibility of variat.ion of the temperature

gradient of the specimen near the solid-liquid interface. but it

had little influence on the morphology of the interface or
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Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of (a) graphite heater and graphite crucible

and (b) the temperature 9radient in the crucible.
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Figure 2.5 X-ray t,opograp-15 0f Sj cry-s上al (a- crystal wit･T10t)i graphjte plate･q,

(b) cry.q†.al in†一erPOSed bet.wee-- graphlte plat･e･q･
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FiglJre 2.6 Schematic illIJStrations of 【a) t.he Rrjdgman flJrnaCe for in sjtlJ

observation with X-ray topography and =)) t.he grapite cr-1JCihle.
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behavior of crystal defects (the variation of the temperature

gradient near the interface can be estimated roughly less than 10-1

K/mm), as shown in the latter chapter. The crucible used for this

furnace was almost the same as that for the furnace with a

9rapbite beater (Fiヮ. 2.4). Otber condition5 0f the observation

･were the saLme aS in the case of the aforementioned furnace.

In the observation of meltin9 and 9rOWtb proces5e5 0f 9allium

single crystals, a graphite crucible of modified type was used,

uhich is 5hob7n in Figure 2.8 wjth the geometry of the

observations. A plate-5haped 5peCimen of g■allium 5in91e crystal

was put in a graphite crucible, the inside of which was covered by

Teflon 5heet5. The crucible and ∂150 the specimeII Were heated by

upper resistance heater of the furnace shown in Fig. 2.6;

this resulted in uni-directional melting alld grok7th. The

temperature 9radient of tbe 5peCimen wa5 about 0.4 K/mm.

Uith these apparatuses. real time observations of melting and

growth processes of single crystals of aluminium. gallium and Al-

Mg biniry alloys have been made. The specimen was melted from the

upper part to the lower part unidirectionally in a pure argon gas

atmosphere. and melting was stopped leaving a part of crystal

unmolten (see Fig 2.9). After keepirlg the system in equilibrium

for a while, crystal was grown upbTards from the seed (un-molte‡l

part) unidirectiona11y. During the melting process and in the

equilibrium state. the macroscopic solid-liquid interface always

appeared alon9 the i50-thermal plane corre5pOndin9 tO the meltin9

point of the specimen, which was the same in 5pite of azimuth

rotation of the crystal.
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Figure 2.8 Schematic illustration of the disposition of X-ray

source, Brid9man furnace and diffracted beam for ir1 5itしI X-

ray topographic observation of melting and growth processes

of gallium.
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Fi9ure 2.9 Schemat.ic illustration of 5ituation of the

specimen in the process of the obsel-Va.tion of

melting and growth.
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CHAPTER

.3

MORPHOLOGY OF SOLID-LIQUIt) INTERFACE AND GROWTH

MECHANISM OF ALUMINIUM AND GALLIUM SINGLE CFUSTLS

3. 1. INTRODUCTION

Morphology of growing crystals reflects growth rate

anisotropy, and growth rate anisotropy i5 related to growth

mechanism. Therefore, growth mechanism can be inferred from the

observation of the morphology of the 岳olid-liquid interface during

growth. According to Jack50n
(1),

when the growth rate is highly

ani50trOpic, the interface i5 far from isothermal; when tbe 9rOWth

rate is not so anisotropic the interface is. to a good

approximation i50tbermal arld advances in the direction norlⅥal to

the isotherms of the system. If a cry5-tat grows by a lat.era.I

growth mechanism. the growth rate will be anisotropic. while if a

colltinuou5 grOUth mechanism governs the growth of a cry5t.al. the

growth rate will be isotropic. Under the condition of controlled

temperature gradient･, the reverse suppositions can be made. The

mechanism of crystal growth. therefore. can be presumed from the

morphology of the interface.

Ob5erVation of dislocation effect oll the morpbolo9y Of the

interface will a150 belp to understand the mechani51Ⅵ Of crystal

growth. According to Jackson･s two-level model
(2),

for example,

di51ocation5 bave an effect only on the lateral growth, althou9h

nucleation of 5tep5 i5 nOt needed in this case. Furtbermore,I

observation of the effect of dislocation to the interfacial
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morphology gives us information about roughness
(2)

of the

interface. For instance, 5CreW dislocation effect on the faceted

growth･, uhich was observed in silicon
(3)I(4),

is a‡1 evidence of

the fact that the 5urface of the crystal which contacts with its

melt i5 IIOt rOu9b, but smooth i一l the atomic 5Cale, alld i5 a150

an evidence of the fact that tlle nuCleation for growth take5 place

at the intersection of the dislocat.ion with the surface.

Jackson･s parameter. cK
(2),

clarifies our knowledge of the

roughness of the solid-liquid interface, and according to the

Jack50n●5 Criterion the morpholo9ical feature5 0f the interface

can be predicted from the parameter.a .
When c* of a given face of

a material is greater than 2, the interface will be atomically

smooth , and sizable growth rate ani50trOPy is anticipated. For

the case of materials with 〆 smaller than 2, the interface 5hould

be rou9b, and the 9rOWth rate allisotropy 5bould be small. TIle5e

expectation can be confirmed by observation of the solid-liquid

interface during growth. and conversely. the Jackson's paramet.er

can be estiniated from real t.ime ob5erVat,ion of solid-liquid

interface durin9 9rOWth.

1t 5hould be emphasized that, in order to infer the growth

mechanism the roughness of the interface must_ be estimated during

the growth process and not duringmelting orin the equilibrium

State. The morpholo9ie5 0f the interface durin9 tbe meltin9

Process Or in the equilibrium state have nothing to do with the

growth mechanism. and are controlled by the temperature gradient

or by ani50trOpy Of 5urface free energy.

The kinetics of crystal growth are concerned with the

relation between growth rate and driving force necessary for･
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growth. In the case of 9rOWth from the melt, the parameter which

determines this driving force is the undercooling of the melt in

the region of the interface. Measurement of interface kinetics is

a most appropriate method to clarify the growth mechanism.

However, a direct measurement Of the illterface temperature is

extremely difficult for two.reasons'. (1) a measuring probe placed

at the interface may disturb the system and (2) it is necessary

to measure the temperature with high accuracy. In addition. the

measurement of the growth rate must be made on each face when

Several faces of different cry5tallo9raphic directions appear

simultaneously at the interface. It. is difficult to do this by the

optical method on cry5ta15 5uCh a5 meta15 Which are opaqLle tO

visual light.

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the mechanism

of crystal growth from the melt on aluminium and gallium. From t.he

observations of int.erfacial morphology during melting and growth

process. roughness of the interface and growth mechanism5 Were

inferred.

Grouth mechanism was investigated also through tlle

OVSerVation of dislocation effect on the faceted growth. To

investigate the dislocation effect on the faceted growth. the

growth conditions which are controlled by the presence or absence

of di51ocation5 muSt be 5et up. Gallium is favorable fo‡, 5uCh

control and for the study of growth kinetics. It is readily

available at a very high purity. and when very pure. dislocation-

free crystals can be grown Nit.h relative ease. Jackson's paramete【･

for 9allium i5 9reater thaI1 2 on (010) face and le55 tban 2 oll

other faces
(5).

According tO Jack50n･5 theory
(=.

50me habit

Planes (facets) are expected to appear on (OIO) and not expected
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to appear on other habit planes in 9allium cry5ta15 durin9 tbe

growth from the melt. Jackson●5 Parameter C* Of aluminium alld

galliun is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Jackson's parameter c* of aluminium and

9allium cry5ta15
(5).

habit plane Jack50Il●5 parameter

alumillium α = 1.3

gallium (010)

the others

∝ = 2.24

o( = 1.12

The measurement Of the relation between 9rOWtb rate and

supercooling has been attempted on aluminium witll real time X-ray

topography.

3. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sin91e crysta15 0f aluminium an(I gallium with low dislocation
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density were prepared by the strain-anneal
(6)

method and the

Brid9man method, respectively.

Alu山iniun 5ingle crystal plates were prepared with the

procedure illustrated in Fig.3.I. Hot rolled sheets of alum_inium

of 99.998 o& and 99.999 % (zone refined) in purity and of a size

about 200 x 20 x 3 mm3 were annealed at about 610 K, followed by

cold-rollillg for producing sheet5 0f 1 mm in thickness (the

compo5itioI1 0f the cry5ta15 are 5bown in Table 3.2). Tbe5e Sheets

were again annealed, et･ched .chemically wit†1 a 501ution (aqua-Ⅰ､e9ia

+ HF acid) and tben 5trained by tension.

Table 3.2 Composition of aluminium single crystals

Cu % Fe % Si %

99.998 Ⅹ AI 0.0004 0.0009 0.0003 tr.

99.999 Ⅹ AI 0.00008 0.0010 0.0000‥ tr.

Strains ranging from 1 to 4 % were introduced : the most

appropriate strains were found to be 2 % and 3 % for aluminium of

99.998 % and 99.999 % , respectively. The second anneal was then

made to these two groups of lightly strained specimens at 928 K

(maximum temperature)in a travellin9 furnace. at the travelling

rate of 10 mm/hr and 20 mm/hr respectively. The crystallographic
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Figure 3.1 Procedure of preparat,ion of aluminium single crystals by strain-anneal method.



orielltation5 0f the cry5ta15 Were determined by the X-ray method.

Tbe5e 5in91e cry5ta15 Were 5paI､k-cut illtO 5maller 5peCilnen5 0f

about 30 x 5 mm2, and annealed at about 900 K. A final

electropolish was given to all specimens in a 501ution of 1 paIへt

HC104 and 4 parts CH3COOH (by volume)･ The specimen thus obtained

had a length of about 30 mm. a width of about 4 mm and a thickness

of 0.7-0.8 mm.

Table 3.3 Conposition of gallium crystal specimens measured

by mas5 5peCtrO9raphic analysis

M9 pplll Al ppm Si ppm Ca ppm

0.03 0.3 0.03 0.04

SpeciJDenS Of galliuJn Single crystal used were prepared from

nearly dislocation-free sillgle crystals grown by the Bridgman

method. Procedure for preparatioll Of 5peCimen5 for､ the X-ray

topographic observation is schematically illust.rated in Figure

3.2. Tbe material used wa5 9allium of 99.9999 % in purity and its

COmpOSition is shown in table 3.3. Crucible of vinyl resin. which

contained such high-purity gallium of 15 mm in diameter, wa5 put

into a glass COntainer filled with uater which was kept at, about

305 K. After the gallium bar had been completely melt.ed, -the glass
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Procedure of preparation of gallium single crystals by Bridgman met･hod.



contailler Wa5 gradually cooled dob]n below the melt･ing point of

gallium (302.8 K). Because the temperature of the water in the

container was lower ill the lower part t,harl that in the upper part,,

gallium single cr'ystal of 15 mm in diameter and about 40 mm in

length was grobj･n upward in 5uCh a cont.aiher. In spite' of this

Simple method, nearly di51ocatioll-free (dislocation free except

for regiorl near the surfaces) single cr･ystals ()f high-purity

gallium were grown with relative ease. These crystals were･ cut.

into slices of about 0.25 mm thick for･ t.r･ansmission X-ray

topography and 0.85 mm thick for reflection X-ray topography with

the aid of a muユti-wire 5aW. Finally. ea(:h 51ice h.aS Cut into a

size of about 20 x 4 mm2. Each specimen b,aS mechanically polished

with emery papers followed by electI･OpOlishing using a solutioll ()f

1 part HCIO4 and 4 parts CH30H (by voluLme)･ The final tt-i(I.knes三i

of the specimens wa5 0.1 mm for transmission topography and 0.6 mm

for reflect-ion topographさ,.

To mea?ure the relation between grob'th rate and supercooling,

alumillium sillgle crystals of 99.999 % in purity and the size Of 25

mm in diameter and 60 mm in length were grown by the Bridgmall

method. The 5jngle crystal wa5 Cut parallel to (112) Surface into

51ice5 0f about 0.85 nm i.hi(:k Nit.h the aid of a multi-bJire saw.

つ

Each slice h7aS Cut into a size of about 35 x 5 1nm~. E∂ch specimen

was chemi.cally and- electrolytically polished and the final

thickness Of about 0.7 llm Was Obtained.

The measurement Of 5UPerCOOling was made usin9 Chr･omel-alumel

thermocouples of 0.I mm ill dianet.er. the 5urface of which I)aS

ceramic coated and which was placed in contact with the specimen.

Two-type5 0f crucibles, indjcated 5Chemat.ically in Fi9ure 3.3,

Were used. The crucible shown in Fig. 3.3 (a) was used for t.he
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Fi9ure 3.3 Scbematic dia9ram5 0f the crucible and T. C. used for the

measurenent of supercooling (a) and for the measurement of

coolin9 rate.



mea5urment Of supercooling. In t11is (:rucible. tuo set,5 0f

thermocouples k7ere COIlneCted in such a way as wa5 indicated jn

Fig. 3.3(a) in order to measure the difference between t･hc

temperature of the crystal and that of tlle melt. riear･ t.王1亡

interface. The distallCe between the two hot junctions lot t.llOSC

thermocouple5 WaS about I mm. The thermo-electromotive force klaS

amplified and then recorded on a recorder. Fig. 3.3 (b) shob]S the

crucible used for･ the measurement Of cooling■ rate. A slight (-:hdrlgf.?

of the temperature in the specimen ca.n be detect,ed.

The grouth rate was measured from the photographs of jrJlage5

on the TV monitol,.

Measurements for the kirletic study were made on cryst,al

growth in [100], [110] and [111] diⅠ､ections.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.3.1 0b5erVations of Solid-Liquid tnt.er face during Melting

Meltlng proce55 0f alunlnlum sln91e cry5ta15
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Fi9.3.4 i5 a 5eries of tran5mi55ion X-ray topo9raphs sbowin9

the upi-directional meltin9 prOCe5S Of aluminium (99.99 % iII

purity) with the use Of the furnace shown in Fig. 2.3. All the

photographs are TV images 5hoh'n With negative contrast. through an

ima91n9 prOCe550Ⅰ' and therefore, crystal defects ■5uCb a5

dislocations show up as black images. The teI'nPerature gradient of

the specimen at the temperature near the melting point was about

10 K/mm. Fig. 3.4 (a) was obt,aimed at roorlJ temperature. The b.road

image5 0bserved at the lower part are subgrain boundaries. Fig.

3.4 (b) show5 the state just before the melting began. A numbeI､ Of

dislocations were generated by thermal stresses in a range 670 I(',o

930 K durin9 temperature increase up tO the melting point.

Fig. 3.4 (c)-(e) are the images taken during the melting

process. When the melting began from the upper part of the

Specimen to the lower part uni-directionally, a macro5COpically

straight interface was observed along the isothermal plane of the

specimen, and no fringe was observed due to thickness variation.

This indicates that the temperat.ure gradient in the 5peCinen was

almost completely uni-directional. The 5urface of the cr･ystal iII

contact uith its melt was indicated by bold arrows. Ill Fig. 3.4

(c)-(e). the upper region, which was t.he molten part. shows no

contrast because the BI､a99 COndition is never 5atisfied for tlle

melt. It can be 5een that the region of the crystal near the

interface shows no anomalous image before the melting. and

perfection of the region u且s almost the same as that before the

melting. The5e Ob5erVation5 a150 5bowed that most Of the

di51ocation5 Were not mobile until they come into contact with the

interface durin9 meltin9. The mean melt.inヮ Ⅰ､ate Wa5 e5timeted to

be about 12 〃m/s from the topo9raph5.
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Figure 3.4 A series of X-ray topograph5 (TV images)of alunirlium 5ingle

crystal (99.99 %) prepared by strain anneal met･hod:
(a) at room

temperature. (b) just before the melting and (c)
- (e) during

melting process. Temperature gradient of the crystal was 10 K/mm

near the melting point. and the lT)ean melting rate h･a5 about 12

um/s.
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Fi9ure 3.5 5how5 anOther 5eries of topo9raphs of TV images

taken during the melting process of aluminium single crystal

(99.99 % in purity) under conditioll 0f 5mall temperatしIre 9radjerlt

(1.0 K/mm ) with the use of the furnace 5hown i.n Fig. 2.5. The

solid-liquid illterface, uhich is indicated by bold arゝt-ous,

appeared aloI19 i50therm5 0f the crystal. Black line5 C∂uSed b)∫

bundle5 0f many di51ocatioI15 ar,e 5eell il一 the (:ry5tal alld they

intersect almost perpendicularly with t.he illterface. Sinjlar t(I)

the result shown in Fig. 3.4. rIO (二OIltra5t Change was obser･ved

along the interface and the dislocation bundles did not･ move until

they came into contact with the interface.

Another ob5erVatioll Of tlle meltin9 prOCe55 0f aluminium

(99.99 Ⅹ iII PuI'ity) was made during n'Jelting alon9 the horiz()nt,al

direction jn which t･he temperature gradient was 1.0 K/mm. Fig.

3.6 (a) and (b) are transmission topographs taken during the

melting process and (c) is that taken in equilibrium state. The

broad black lines which contact b'it,h the interface obliqueユy ar･e

subgrain boundaries. As mentioned above, macroscopical solid-liquid

interface was observed along the iso-thermal plane thr･oughout the

observation.

Meltin9 PrOCe55 0f gallium single crystal

Figure 3.7 i5 a Series of reflection topograph5 0f TV images

taken during the melt･ing process Of gallium single crystal. The

direction of the temperature gradient was I10rmal to the 501id-

liquid interface indicated by bold white arrou5. Fig. 3.7 (a) and

(b) are ima9e5 durin9 meltin9 and Fiヮ. 3.7 (c) i5 that. ill
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Figure 3.5 X-ray tOPOgraPhs of aluminlun sir"1e crystal (99･99%)

during melting process･ The temperature gradient of the crystal

wa5 1.0 K/mm.
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Figure 3.6 A series of X-ray topographs of aluminium (99.99%) during

horizontal melting along the direction normal to iso-thermal plar)e

･卜
Temperature gradient of the crystal b'aS 1.O lく/nm.



Figure 3.7 A serie5 0f reflection topographs of

TV image during the melting process Of gallium

single crystal. Temperature gradient of the

crystal wa5 about O･4 K/mm･ The Solid-liquid

interface is indicated by arrows and a broken

lirle.
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equi'1ibrium state. The temperature gradient of the crystal was

about 0.4 K/mm. The broad images observed on the ri9ht-hand side

of the 5peCimen were di51ocation5 introduced durin9 the

preparation of the specimen. Neither an equal-thickness fringe nor

any intensity enhancement wa5 0bserved in the vicinity of the

interface during the melting or in equillibrium state. These

accord well with the results on aluminium.

3.3.2. Observations of Solid-Liquid Interface during Growth

Growth proces5 0f alulnlniun single crystals

Figure 3.8 is a series of topograp.hs of the same crystal

shown in Fig. 3.4 taken during the continued growth process by

lowerin9 the heater temperature. The mean 9rOWth rate wa5 about 20

pm/s in Fig. 3.8 (a) to (c). The solid-liquid interface (indicated

by bold arrows) is macroscopically flat and extends along the

isotherms of the crystal. Contrast change, which was observed in

si
(7).

is not observed in the melt near the interface. The

boundary between the seed crystal (unmolten part of the crystal)

and the newly grown crystal is indicated by a broken line. A

comparison between Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.8 shows that the perfection

of the crystal just after the solidification in Fig. 3.8 is better

than that in the unmolten region in Fig 3.4. Dislocation bundles.

which were inherited from the seed (indicated by the arrow with

d9.) intersect With the interface and disappeared out of the
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Figure 3.8 A series of X-ray topOgraPhys of

aluminium during subsequent 9r･Outh of

the crystal shown in Fig･ 3･4･ Mean

grouth rate wa5 20 um/s in (a) to

(c). solid-liquid interface is

indicated by bold arrows. The arrows

with lm indicate images of mica used for

+berma1 Shield.
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crystal early in the growth.

Figure 3.9 shows the proce55 0f growth in the horizontal

direction with a vertical iso-thermal plane. continued from the

equilibrium state shown in Fig. 3.6 (c). The reflecting plane was

nearl'y parallel to the solid-liquid interface. No contrast change

along the interface was Observed in this cqse' either･ The broad

images observed in the crystal are 5ubgrain boundaries inherited

from the unmolten part of the crystal. The growth rate was about

19〃m/5.

Figure 3.10 illustrates another series of transmi.ssion X-ray

topographs during the growth process of another aluminium single

crystal of 99.999 r. in purity. The growth rate of Fig. 3.10 (a)-

(c) was about 20JJm/5 and that of Fig. 3.10 (d)-(f) was about 45

〃m/s. It is obvious that the perfection is better for 51owly grown

crystal than for that rapidly 9rOWn.

The observation of other crystals during growth showed that

when a crystal 9rOWS at a rate greater than a certain rate (about

30 pm/s
.in

the present case) many dislocations are suddenly

generated into the lleWly grown region of a crystal. No contrast

change along the solid-liquid interface is observed in this high

purity crystal, either.

Growth proce55 0f gallluh.51n9'le cry5ta15

Many types of facet plane which were inclined to the' iso-

thermal plane in the liquid were observed during uni-directional

solidification of gallium single crystals.

A typical example of such faceted growth is shown in Flgure5
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Figure 3.9 A 5eries of X-ray topographs of alumirlium obtained in

the growth process 5ubsequellt tO Fig.3.6. The growth rate was

about 19 um/5.
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3.ll with TV ima9e Of the transmission topo9raPhs. In this case,

two crystallographically equivalent (011) facets appeared and

competed with each other. Eacb facet iIICline5 tO the i50-thermal

plane to gain the required supercooling for faceted growth. ar)d

the nucleation for growth takes place at the corner of 'right- and

｣_=

left-sides for the (011) and (011) facet respectvely. Tn Figure

3.ll (a). many black lines due･to bundles of dislocations are

visible and 50me Of them are left behind the facet although two

bundle5 0f di51ocation5 intersect With the ri9bt 【011) facets. By

examining their image contrast with various reflections after

growth. it is found that they have no common Burgers vector. But

thi5 facet doe5 nOt 5brink by the intersection of the dislocation

bundles. Moreover, tbe5e bundle5 are also left behind and the

newly 9rOWn region of the crystal Seems tO be dislocation-free. as

seen in Fig. 3.ll (c) and (d). In this case, the dislocation

bundles which intersected almost perpendicular with the interface

did neither propagate into newly grown crystal nor influence the

faceted 9rOWth.

1n another case. di51ocation bundles. which propagated into

newly grown crystal and intersected with the interface. were

observed. aLS Shown in Figure 3.12. Fig. 3.12 is a series of TV

image5 taken during the 9rOWth process by reflection topography.

Fiヮ. 3.12 (a) i5 the 5tate Of the 5eed crystal just before the

9rOWth 5tart5. Tbe macro5COpic illterface appear5 alon9 tlle i50-

thermal plane. and a broad black line which is the image due to a

bundle of many dislocations is visible. As the crystal grew (cf.

Fig. 3.12(b)), (Ilo) and (010) facets appeared. and the

dislocation bundle propagated into newly grown crystal. Tf

nucleation occurred at the int.ersection of the bundle. (Ilo)
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Figure 3.11 A series of X-ray topographs during growth of

gallium. These images are TV image5 With an iI-terVal of

about 100 s. Faceted interface along (011) and (Dll)

between the melt and crystal are indicated by arrous･

The growth rates normal to each facet are a5 folloも,]5:

(a)-(b) O um/s. (b)-(c) 4 um/s, (c)-(d) 17 um/s for

(oll) facet and (aト(b) 5 um/5, (bト(c) and (cト(d1 12

ulⅥ/S for (011) facet.
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facet. which is inclined to the iso-thermal plane, uould not

appear. Moreover, (111) and (011) facet5 appeared in Fig. 3.12

(c) and the dislocation bundle propagated into newly grown crystal

without affectir)g the faceted growth.

Simillar behavior of dislocations was observed in the

transmission topograph as shown in Figure 3.13. In Fig. 3.13 (a)

which is the TV image of growth process. many dislocations

intersect with (101) and (110) facets. In Fig. 3.13 (b). (011)

facet appears and the dislocations propagate into newly grown

crystal intersecting with the facets. The (101)facet seems to

shrink by dislocation effect ( cf. Fig. 3.13 (c) ) but as seen in

●-

Fi9. 3.13 (d), 9rOWth on the (101) facet and (011) facet 5tOp5

during the periods of the preferential growth on the (Ilo) facet,,

then the (101) facet seems to develop although many dislocations

:二__:

propagate into newly 9rOWn Crystal. Iintersectin9 With tlle (10])

ニー

facet. The (Ilo) facet 5hrinks ( cf Fig. 3.13 (d) and Fig. 3.13

(e) ). and the (Oll) facet shrinks as the (101) facet keeps

5tOppin9.

3.3.3. Growth Kinetics and Measurement Of Growth Rate as a

Function of Super-Coolin9

The measurement of 5uper-COOling using the crucible shown in

Fig. 3.3 (a) was unsuccessful, becau5e the supercooled layer jn

the melt is too narrow to be detected by means of thermocouples of

0.1 mm in diaI》eter. Tberefore, 5uper-COOlin9 0f the melt was

determined from cooling curves measured with the aid of the
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Figure 3.13 Tran5mis5ion topographs dur-ing~ growth of gallium.

(101), (110) and (011) facets appear and compete With

each other. The growth rates normal to each facet are as

fo11ows: (a)-(b) 13 um/s. (b)-(c) 12 um/5 and (d)-(e) 0

um/s for (101) facet. (b)-(c) 5 um/s, (c)-(d) 0 um/s,

(d)-(e) 1 unl/5 for (011) facet, and (aト(b) and (b)-(c)

2 um/5. (C)-(d) 3 um/s, (a)-(e) 0 um/s for (110) facet.
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crucible 5hown in Fiヮ. 3.3 (b).

Figure 3.14 5hows typical heiting and cooling curve5 meaSured

during melting and 9rOWth processes of aluminium crystal under

condition of high temperature gradient (10 K/mm). Each point on

the curves indicated by arrows shows the temperature measured at

the moment when the solid-liquid interfac.e passed through the

hot junctions of the thermocouple.I Scales of time and temperature

are indi■cated in the fi9ure.

Figure 3.15 shows the relations between growth rate and

super-cooling measured from the cooling (.turves during.the growth

in the 【110】 and 【111】 directions. It i5 0bviou5 from the 9rapb

that growth in the (Ilo direction is more rapid than t.hat in the

r110】 direction. Growth kinetics of aluminium in the 【110】 and

rl11】 directions seem to be that of normal (or adhesive) growth.

However. the growth kinetics obtained in this experiment nay not

be very accurate, because many dislocations were likely to be

generated around the thermocouple in contact with the melt.

3.4. DISCUSSION

LJeltlng proce55

In the X-ray topo9raPh5 taken durin9 the melting proce55 0f

aluniniun shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. no intensity

enhancement was observed in the vicinity of the interface.In the

case5 5hown ln Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, the reflecting planes used

were nearly perpendicular to the solid-liquid interface. By

taking into account the criterion that topo9raPhic ima9e5 5how no
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Figure 3.14 Typical heating and cooling curves

.using
the crucible

shown in Fig. 3.3 (b) measured dul､ing melting and growth

proces5e5 0f aluminium.



V (nrTl/S)

Figure 3.15 Relations between 9rOWth rate and supercooling

of aluminium 5in91e cry5ta15 0btained durin9 the 9rOWth

in the [l10] and [111] directions.
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contrast for the reflectin9 Plane to which the displacement of

atom5 i5 parallel, tbere i5 a pO55ibility that we cannot detect

the distortion perpendicular to the interface in Fig. 3.4 and Fig.

3.5. However. in the observation of the melting process Shown in

Fig.3.6. the reflecting plane was nearly parallel to the solid-

liquid interface, and no intensity enhancement was observed in the

vicinity of the interface. Consequently. there is little lattice

distortion in the aluminium crystal near the interface within the

limit of resolution of the X-ray topographic imaging system, (in

spite of existance of volume chan9e between the liquid and the

solid).

1n the ob5erVation5 mentioned 'above. no, equal-thickness

fringe was observed near the solid-liquid illterface. From this, it

can be 5aid that.the crystal surface in contact with it5 melt was

nearly planar. and that the temperature gradient in the cryst.a)

was almost COmPletely uni-directional. -Therefore. we can relate

the morphological changes which should appear during growth

directly to the mechanism Of crystal 9rOWth.

The continuous observations mentioned above also showed that

di51ocation5 introduced durin9 the temperature rise up tO the

melting point did not move until they came into contact with the

interface. This observation conflicts with the results observed on

si
(7)

and Sn
(8).

According to the observations during the growth

process Of aluminium. however. dislocation in the region of high

perfection ou9ht to be detected. within the resolution of the

present imaging system used although it is not as good as that of

the 5y5tem used by Chikawa et al. and Nittono et al. (1e55 than 10

pm). Thi5 Can be explained by con･5iderln9 that the thermal

stresses caused by temperature gradient in the crystal (1.0 K/mJD
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to 10 K/mm) heated by the present furnace5 Wa5 tOO 5mall to move

dislocations.

The lattice distortion near the interface and the behavior of

dislocations in gallium crystal were similar to that of aluminium.

The volume change of gallium crystals at the melting point is

negative, althou9h that of aluminium crystals i5 pOSitive. In

spite of this. the results of observations on the lattice

distortion aLnd the behavior of dislocation5 during the melting

proce55 i5 almo5t the same for aluminium and 9a11ium.

NIcro5COPIca1 Structure Of the 5011d-llquld interface of alumlniuln

and gallltJ■

Fr-om the observations of interracial morphology during the

growth process and dislocation effect on the growing interface,

the structure of the solid-liquid interface on atomic scale i5

discussed here. and compared with the theoretical expectations.

K. A. Jackson
(9)

introduced the concept of roughness and

classified the roughness of the interface of materials into t.uo

categories using the two-dimensional lsing model. that is, smooth

interface and rou9b one.

D. E. Temkin
(10)

proposed the concept of diffuseness of the

interface on the basis of a multilayer model which was an

expansion of Jackson's two-level model.

J. U. Cahn
(ll)

u5ed a continuous model to describe the

interface. Accordin9 tO his theory, the 5urface ener9y Of an

interface depend5 0n the mean position of the interface with
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respect to the atomic plane. and therefore. the surfaLCe energy

should vary periodically as the interface moves.

The solid-liquid interface of aluminium durin9 the growth was

observed to lie al`ways alon9 the iso-thermal plane of the crystal

throughout the observatiわns shown in Fiヮ. 3.8 to Fig. 3.Ilo, and no

facet appeared at
･

tbe 9rOWin9.interface even in the case of

9rOWth under low temperatur早 gradient (1.0 K/mm). 5hown in Fiヴ.

3.9. Furthermore. the morphology of the interface never changed by

the intersection of dislocations with the interface. From this,

the 501id-liquid interface of aluminium 5bould be rou9h in terms

of it can be concluded that JaCkson's rou9hness ( when α for Al is

less thaLh 2 ). or diffuse interface in terms of Temkin's

diffseness.由ith respect tO Cahn'5 theory, neither growth by the

lateral mechanism nor that. by transitional mechansim. which are

predicted in hi5 theory, ha5 been observed within the range Of

temperature 9radient and the 5uperCOOling realized in the present

Study.

In the case of gallium. (010).(110).(011) and (111) facets

were observed at the solid-liquid interface during growth

(Fiヮ. 3.11 - Fi9. 3.13). The structure of the 501id-liquid

interface on atoJT)ic scale, which is related to the faceted

growth and which i5

,expected

from the Jack50n●s theory, ought to

be the smooth interface and that from the Temkin's theory ought to

be sharp or a diffuse one with steps.

The5e types interface are 5Cbematically illustrated in Fi9ure

3.16.

If the ob5erVed 5urface 5truCture Of the (010), (110).

(Oil).and (Ill) facets wa5 the Smooth interface expected from the

Jackson's theory. these f.acets tdOuld advance and reduce ln si2:e by
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Figure 3.16 Schematic illustrations solidlliquid interface and

growth mechanism.
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the intersection of screw dislocations. However. The bundle of

dislocations with different Burgers vectors did not. affect the

faceted growth as in the Fig. 3.13. Further･ were. many facets such

as (110). (011).ind (Ill) facets, Which cannot be expected to

appear from Jack50n●5 theory because Of the fact tbat′ the

Jackson's parameter c< of these facets is 1.12. have been observed

(c.f. Fig.3.ll -

Fig. 3.13).

One po55ible explanation of this discrepancy is a

modification of Jack50n●5 parameter∝ by coI15iderin9 tbe 5eCOnd

nearest neighbor atoms. as follows: For gallium.

L/kTm=2･24 and v =4

When the first nearest neighbor atoms are considered, Tli= 2 for

(110) and (011) plane. However, the distance to the first nearest

neighbor atoms and to the second nearest neighbor atoms in (110)

plane is 4.45 and 4.52. respectively, and almost the same. If the

first and the second nearest neighbor atoms are taken into

COn5ideration. ( tberefore･れJ=4 )I α is calculated a5 follow5･

α ≡(L/kTm)(nl/V)≡ 2･24

In thi5 Ca5e,(110) Surface Should be 5mOOtb and (110) facet 5bould

appear. Thus.faceted growth observed on (110), =】11), and (Ill) in

Fig. 3.11 -

Fig. 3.13 can be explained by the modification of

Jackson's theoryl although there nay be another May of

modification of Jack50n●5 tbeory for example, by introducing

structural difference between a crystal and its liquid
(13)

Uith respect to TeTnkin's theory. sharp interface can be

related to the faceted growth when the crystal surface in contact

with it5 melt i5 Smooth. Furthermore. tbe fact that the (011)

facet observed in Figure 3.13 Stopped advancin9 tO 9alll the

SuPerCOOlin9 neCe5Sary for a further growth denies the
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possibility of 9rOWth on the Tenkin'5 diffu5e illterface uJjtI1

5tep5.

Therefore, Jack50n●5 theory i5, rOu9hly 5peakir19, Valid for

the faceted growth of gallium. However, in details, Jackson's

theory i5 in conflict with the experimental r'e5ult that

dislocations observed in Fig.3.12 and Fig. 3.13 do not affect the

faceted growth. Some modification of the theory should be

necessary as mentioned above.

Uith respect to Cahn's theory, a major disadvanta9e is

that there i5 nO Other way to determille the diffu5ene5S Of the

interface than curve-fitting with the theory
(1).

In the present

Study, the break5 from lateral 9rOWtb kinetics to continuous

growth kinetics which are expected according to his theory. have

not been observed.Therefore. his theory can not be applied to the

present findings.

Nechan15J)S Of cry5ta1 9rOt*th from the melt of aluminium and

9a111uh

From the r'esult of observations of the solid-liquid interface

during growth and the speculation about the microscopical

structure of the solid-liquid interface mentioned above. the

mechanism of crysta1 9rOWth of aluminium from the melt is

di5Cu5Sed here.

Tbe 501id-liquid interface of aluminium alway5 appear5 alon9

the iso-thermal plane of the crystal and advances normal to the

i50-thermal plane in the 5y5tem. Tberefore, it can be 5ald that

the growth of aluminium crystals is isotropic. Con5equently,
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the growth mechanism of aluminium is considered to be continuous

growth. or adhesive growth.

A150 from the micro5COpica1 Structure Of the interface of

aluminium presumed to be rough or diffuse. crystal growth of

aluminiu爪J is considered to be continuous or adhesive grわwth.

Now let us infer the 9rOWth mecha､nism from the result of real

time observation of faceted growth of gallium. According to the

theories of Jackson
(I)

and Temkin
(ll);

nacroscopical faceting

of the interface is formed by 9rOWth rate anisotropy. In the

temperature gradient realized in the present experiment.

anisotropic g■rowth implies that the growth is governed by a

lateral 9rOWth mechanism.

r::::コ

In Figure 3.13 (b) to (d). (101) facet which is in the center

of the solid-liquid interface repeats
.shrinking

and spreading in

turn a5 the crystal grows, This is illustrated schematically in

Fi9ure 3.17. In tbi5 Ca5e, preferential lluCleation may occur at

the center facet ((101) facet) resulting in preferential growth of

the center facet (Fig. 3.17 (a)). Consequently. the center facet

appears to shrink. as is seen in Fig. 3.13 (c). As a result of

preferential growth, thi5 facet cannot gain the supercooling

necessary for growth by the latent heat generated at this facet.

Therefore, growth on this facet stops(See Fig. 3.13 (d)). During

■■I

thi5 prOCe55, 9rOWth on the (Oll) and (110) facet5 Whicll are

located on the both sides of the crystal keeps stopping. Thi5

indicates that the rate of the lateral spread of nuclei is low ;

it is almost same as the rate of nucleation.

On the contrary, if■the nuclei 5pread5 rapldly compared

with the nucleation on facets as 5hown in Fig. 3.17 (b). the
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a

Fi9ure 3.17 Scbematic illu5tration5 0f faceted interface

ob5erVed during growth of Fig. 3.13. (a) is for the case

of growth on a 5ingular interface with a low rate of

nucleu5 5pread and (b) for the case On a 5iI19ular

interface with rapid lateral spread. The dotted lines

indicate the isothermal plane in the nlelt, T

5uperCOOl inヮ.
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nuclei would spread from the edges of the center facet (A,B) to

the side facets and growth would also occur at these facets almost

at the 5ame 5peed a5 the center facet.

From this, it is concluded that gallium crystals grow by

lateral mechanism on smooth interface. and that the rate of

lateral spread of nuclei is almost the sane as the rate of two-

dimensional nucleation on the surface. This conclusion is

favorable to the Jack50n●5 tbeory.

Klnetlc experlDent On the growth of aluniniuh

Accordin9 tO the theoretical prediction5 by Jackson and

Temkin based on the lattice model of the melt
(1).()0).

growth

rate anisotropy on the adhesive growth should not be observed in

aluminium. Computer experiment on t.he kinetics of grouth from the

melt･ of I.c.c. metals
(ll)

5how5 that growth on the rough

interface should be isotropic. However. the difference of growth

on (Ilo) and (Ill) is observed in Fig 3.14. This grouth rate

anisotropy. which was not expected from the theories for the

growth of aluminium from the melt indicates that the mechanism of

growth from the melt can not always be predicted by these theories.

伽PTER SUl■lARY

Real time ob5erVatlons hllth X-ray topography have been made

durin9 the melting and 9rOWth processes Of aluminium and galliuJn
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single crystals. The microscopical structures of the solid-liquid

interface and mechanisms of growth from the melt of aluminium and

9allium are clarified a5 follow5 ;

(1) The solid-liquid interface of aluminium during 9rOWth is

most probably ro叩h･

(2) The 9rOWth mechanism of aluminium is continuous growth.

(3) The solid-liquid interface of 9allium during growth i5 SmOOth

and boundary layers of crystallites with the thicknes5 0f a feu

atomic distances exist in the crystal surface in contact with t.he

melt.

(4) The 9rOWth mechanism Of 9allium i5 lateral growth and the rate

of lateral spread of nuclei is almost the same as that of

nucleation.

(5) These results are favourable to the Jackson's theory.

Real time X-ray topography also showed that dislocations

which intersect With the interface did not affect eitheI､ the

interface morphologies or the growth of aluminium and gallium.

Some facet5 Which are not predicted from the Jack50n●5 theory have

been observed on gallium during the growth from the melt. The

theorie5 0f interface morphology introduced by Jack50n and Temkill

are rou9hly valid for aluminium and gallium. but the morphology of

solid-liquid interface of these crystals can not always be

predicted from these tbeorie5.

Theories of crystal growth from the melt which were developed

from that of crystal growth from vapor pllaSe Or solution, are

roughly applicable to the growth of aluminium and gallluJ)) from

the melt. but they･ can not predict all mechanisms of crystal

=
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growth from the melt.
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CHAPTER 4 0RIGIN OF DISLOCATIONS INTRODUCED DURING CRYSTAL

G帥TH

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of dislocation-free or low dislocation density

single crystals has been of great interest because such crystals

are necessary for basic research on crystal characteristics and

because they are required for .semiconductor technology. The

preparation of dislocation-free crystals of silicon
(1)

and

germaniun
(2)

has played an essential role not only in physics but

also in semiconductor technology.

In the crystal growth from the melt, the following three

origins of dislocation 9eneration can be considered.

(I) Propagation of dislocations into the growing crystal from -the

5eed crystal.

(2) Generation of dislocations by segregation of solute atoms or.

1mpuritie5.

(3) Generation of dislocations by thermal stress. aLnd/or

mechanical interaction of crystal with the crucible walls in the

case Of I growth in a crucible.

Be5ide5 tbe5e. tbe followin9 tWO mOde15 0f lntrln5ic

dislocation generation have been proposed in conlleCtion with the,

forTbatlon mechanism of dislocation in the crystal growth froTb the

melt.

(4) Inherltance of d151ocations from the liquid state which can be

modelled as a coagulation of a large number of dislocations

-ur!-
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(9)
●

(5) Tranformation of vacancy clusters, which are formed by excess

vacancy condensation. into dislocation loops
(1)-(2)

Accordin9 tO Vacancy COnden5ation mechanism, it i5 a55umed

that the initial vacancy concentration i5 equal to the equiliblium

value at the melting-poillt for melt-grown. crystals. Arly excess

vacancies that arise through temperature decrease Will condense il一

many cases. on the atomic planes to form vacancy clusters or

di5C5. The formation of dislocation loop5 from these Clu5ter5 0f

vacancies will occur as long as the excess free ener'gy due to

dislocation loops is less than that for the clusters.

On the other band, di51ocation mode15 0f the liquid state

have been developed by Mi2NShima
(3).

ookawa
(4).

Kuhlman-Uilsdorf

et al
(5)I(6).

cotterill et al.
(7)

and Suz:uki
(8)

and growth

theories based on these models have been put forward
(7)-(9).

In

ookawa･s theory(9), for example, it was assumed that a free energy

barrier between the liquid and the solid phase Can be easily

surmounted without the aid of thermal activation when a

suppercooling exists. Although the dislocation density decreases

in the 501idification proce55, part Of the di51ocation5 in the

liquid phase are inherited into the solid phase. The number of

these lnberited di51ocation5 W111 decrease in a short time with

the corresponding decrease Of free energy in the solid phase.

Ookawa 'calculated the time necessary for recovery (i.e.. the

reduction of dislocation density) and the change of dislocat.ion

density. and concluded that dislocations of the number about

cm′cm3 inevitably remain ln a bulk solid phase Of ordinary-metals

such a5 Al and Cu under usual experimental growth conditions.
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The mo5t 5uitable experimental method to investi9ate how

dislocations are introduced in the 9rOWing crystal is in situ

ob5erVation5
.Of

di51ocation5 near the 501id-liquid interface

durin9 the grouth process of a crystal and the cooling process

after solidification. If dislocations are introduced by the

vacancy condensation mechanism. nO
･di51ocations 5hould be observed

in the crystal near the solid-liquid interface. because some

degree of undercooling is necessary to obtain the excess

concentration of vacancies requir･ed to form vacar)cy disc5 0r

dislocation loops. On the other hand. if dislocations are

inherited from the liquid phase into the crystal. many

dislocations should be observed in the crystal that ha.s just

solidified near tbe 501id-liquid interface.

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The method of real time observations of the proce55 0f

crystal growth by X-ray topography using a 90kU-class rotat.ing

anode X-ray generator
(10),(ll)

has been described in detail

previously (Cbapter 2. 3).

Slngle crystals of aluminium (5N) were prepared by the

strain-anneal method and single crystals of ga11iun (6N) with

low dislocation density were grown by Bridgman method. These

single crystals were cut into small pieces with a size Of about

30 x 5 mm2. The thickness of these SPeCimens was 0.7 nm for the

aluminium crystals and 0.1 mn for the galliun crystals.

By using a furnace set on a gonioneter stage of a Lang camera
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((2).
the real time observations of the 9eneration and propagation

of dislocations have been made during the unidirectional

solidification. The temperature gradient in the specimen was

about 1.0 K/mm for'aluminium near it5 meltiil.g point (933 K) and

0.4 K/mm for 9allium.

Becau5e Of a comparatively low yield 5tre55 0f metallic

materia15 at elevated temperatures, di51ocation5 in metal cry5ta15

are very sensitive to the thermal stresses and move very easily by

a small fluctuation5 0f temperature.Therefore, it i5 difficult to

record the ima9e5 0f di51ocation5 at hi9b temperature on a nuclear

research plate. 5ince in the ordinary experimental condition the

exposure time nece55ary tO record dislocation ima9e5 i5 about 100

5. For this reason, the X-ray topograpllic observations were made

mainly using an XLray sensing TV camera. Since the signal-to-

noise ratio (S/N) of one fraLne ima9e (30 frane5/See) was not high

enough to observe individual dislocations in the aluminuiT7J

crystal, an averaging of 8 to 32 TV fr'ames was made to improve the

S/N ratio. Since the averaging of n TV frames improve5 the S/N

ratio by a factor of (2n-1)
1/2

and since the exposure tine of

0.27 to 1.1 5 Wa5 needed for thi5 5uperpO5ition of 8 to 32 TV

frames. it was rleCeSSary tO grow the crystals at a slower speed.

Therefore. the 9rOWth rate used in the present experiments was il一

the range Of about 5 to 50 〃m′5･

4. 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.3.1 DIslocation Bebavlor near the Solid-Liquid Interface of
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Aluminium during Crystal Growth

Fi9. 4.1 i5 a 5eries of X-ray topographs taken during the

growth process of aluminium. These images are enhanced by

avera9ing 32 TV frames using the real time image proces岳or. The

growth rate was 9 pm/s and the temperature gradient in the crystal

near the 501id-liquid interface was 1 K/mm. A 5trai9ht and

oblique black line is an ima9e due to sub-boundary. which was

inherited from a seed crystal and propagated into newly grown

crystal. intersecting with the interface. The lower part of the

crystal appears black due to the existence of many dislocations

generated in the course of temperature decrease aft.er

solidification. But.in Fig. 4.1 (a). no dislocation is 5een in a

region near the interface. the width of which is about 1 nm. This

re9ion should be dislocation free, because many dislocations carl

be observed in other regions. This dislocation free region

indicated by arrow5 followed the interface. a5 5een in Fig. 4.1

(b), keepin9 it5 Width almost the 5ame a5 tbat of Fiヴ. 4.1 【a).

and many dislocations were generated behind thi5 region as the

interface advanced. It is also seen in Fig. 4.1 (c). and the

width of the dislocation-free region is almost the same as before.

To observe the configuration of dislocations in newly grown

Crystal region in more detail. topographic images were recorded on

llford-L4 nuclear research plate.

Fi9ure 4.2 (a) to (c) are TV inages ~of X-ray topographs

during the melting and growth processes and Fig. 4.2 (･d) and (e)

are magnified images of the area indicated in Fig. 4.2 (a) and

(c). recorded on nuclearresearch,plates just before melting and

just after growth respectively. By comparing Fig. 4.2 (d) with
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Figure 4.1 A series of X-ray topog･raphs showing growth process Of aluminium single

crystal. Each topograph i5 a TV image which i5 an average Of 32 TV frame5 by real

time image processor.



a b C

Figur.e 4.2 A series of X-ray topograPhs recorded on a

video tape during melting (a)I in equilibrium (b)

and during growth (c). (d) and (e) are magnified

images of the area indicatedin (a) and (c)･

recorded oll nuclear research plate5 ju5t before

melting and just after growth. respectively.
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(e). we can conclude that newly grown crystal i5 highly perfect

just after 9rOWth. except for the presence Of invisible point

defect. In Fig. 4.2 (c). some vague images are seen. uhich are

dislocations introduced aft.er growth by
･mechanical

interaction

with oxide film formed on the surface of the crystal. Therefore.

it can be concluded that there is a region Of high perfection

(probably, di51ocation-free) in ,the crystal behind the solid-

liquid interface durin9 9rOWth.

To investigate the influence of the growth rate on the

perfection of crystal. the growth rate was 5uddenly changed during

the growth process. Figure 4.3 shows the process in which many

dislocations uere 9enerated by change of growth rate. These images

are produced by avera9in9 8 TV frames. Broad linear images are a

bundle of many di51ocation5. Fi9. 4.3 (a) i5 a tOpO9raph taken

just before the chan9e Of 9rOWth rate. The previous growth rate

was 20 pm/mm. After changing 9rOUth rate fr､om 20 J)n/mm to 42

〃m/mm. many dislocations were generated from the dislocation

bundle. Tbe 9rOWth rate between Fig. 4.3 (b) and (d) wa5 42 llm/5.

In Fig. 4.3 (b), however. generationof dislocation5 WaS not
■

observed in the region far from the dislocation bundle at this

moment. howeve,r. many dislocations were suddenly generated in the

whole crystal which had been grown after the change of grouth rate

(Fig. 4.3 (c)). Sub5equently, tbey increased in number ill the

region except for the region near tbe 501id-liquid interface. a5

Seen ln Fig. 4.3 (d).

Thus, an increase in growth rate results in an increase in

dislocation density. but this increase occurs in the crystal apart

from the 5011d-liquid lllterface.
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Figure 4.3 A series of X-ray topograph5 Which was taken after the change of grAawth rat.e

from 20pm/5 tO 42 pm/5･ Many dislocations Mere Suddenly generated after the

change of the grouth.



4.3.2 Dislocation Behavior in Aluminium during Cooling after

Solidification

Figure. 4.4 shows the propagation of dislocation during

cooling just after the solidificat.ion of Fig. 4.1. Eachrimage is

enhanced by the image processor. The temperature of the top of the

cry5tal wa5 931 K and 928 K in Fi9∴4.4 (.a) and (b), respectively.

The coolin9 rate Wa5 about 5 K/h. and the I.emperature 9radient of

the crystal was 1 K/mm･ In this way･ many dislocatiop5 Were

generated and propagated from the bottom (the region ･of lower

temperature) to the top (the region of hiヴher temperature) of the

cry5tal by decreasing the temperature. At the same time, a part of

the5e di51ocation5 Wa5 COnCentrated to form a bundle of

di51ocation5 With the multiplication of them visible in Fiヮ. 4.4

(b).

Fi9. 4.5 i5 a 5erie5 0f topo9raphs taken durin9 SuCCeSSive

cooling after Fig. 4.4. The temperature of the specimen was 924 K

for Fiヮ. 4.5 (a) and 920 K for Fig. 4.5 (b) and (c). The cooliI19

rate between (a) and (b) was 12 K/h. and the time interval between

(b) and (c) wa5 2 fours. Uith decrea5in9 temperature. further

multipl.ication of dislocation occurred a5 Shown in Fig. 4.5 (a)

and (b). But in contrast to this. subgrain boundaries were

gradually･ formed by holding at a constant temperature and

perfection. of the inside of sub-boundaries was improved. From

these observations. it may be concluded that the multiplication of

dislocations arises from the decreasing of temperature and a

change of configuration of dislocations t.o form dislocation

bundles or subgrain boundaries i5 due to the effect of thermal

annealing.
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928 K

Fi9ure 4.4 X-ray topographs of aluminium during cooling process･

Temperature of the top of the cry5t･al was 931 1く alld 928 K in

(a) and (b), respectively･ Cooling rate was about 5 K′h and

temperature gradient of the crystal was I K/mm.



Fjgure 4.5 A serie･q of X-ray topograpllyS d"ring
-Sequential

〔olling

to Fig. 4.4. TemperattJre Of t･Tle r:ry5tal LdaS 924 I( for 【a)I

92n I( for (b) aTld (c). Cooljng rate between (a) and (bl wa･q

12 I(/h and l1.imp interval bet,】Jeen 【b) and (r.) Ma月 12 T(/h･
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4.3.3 Dislocatlon Behavior near the Solid-Liquid lnterface of

Ga11ium during Crystal Growth

Figure. 4.6 is a series of topographs of TV inages 5howin9 a

growth process of gallium single crystal. Contrast of each image

is enhanced and avera9ed by the image proc9SSOr･
Facets of (110)

=ー
=

and (111) crystallographic planes were observed at the solid1

liquid interface. The growth rate of each facet was about 3 〃m/s.

In this case, the seed crystal was hi9hly perfect alld no

dislocations were observed to propagate from the seed crystal as

shown in Fig. 4.6 (a). Further. generation of dislocations did

not occur over the whole crystal during the following growth (Fig.

4.6 (b) and (c)).

In other ob5erVation5 5hown in Fig. 3.ll to Fig. 3.13, no

other dislocations besides for those propagating from the seed

crystal have been observed generat.ing in the crystal.

Consequently. dislocation-free single crystal of gallium can

be 9rOWrl under a proper 9rOWtII COnditioll.

4.4 DISCUSSION

In the observations of Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.5, no evidence of

individual dislocations was obtained. Although. the low resolving

power of the TV imaging system employed is not so good as that of

nuclear research plate, in view of that a generation or

multiplication of bundles of dislocation during growth and cooling

proce55e5 COuld be ob5erVed 5uCCe55fully u5in9 a ima9ie proce550r,

- £iZ:
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Figure 4.6 A series of X-ray topographs showin9 the.growth process of a

gallium single crystal. Growth rate was about 3 um/s. Facet5 0f (110)

and (Ill) at the solidlliquid interface are indicated by arrows. The5e

topographs are TV images recorded orL a Video tape.



it may be concluded that newly grown crystal of aluminium in

adjacent to the advancin9 front at a slow rate (les5 than about 40

〃m/5 in the pre5ent 5tudy) are actually free from at least

dislocation bundle5 and, most probably. isolated dislocations.

As is already mentioned in 4.1, possble origins of

dislocations during growth and cooling of a metal crystal can be

classified in two groups. l.e.. the intrinsic ones and

extrin5ic one5. They may be 5ummari乙ed as follows.

Extrinsic origins:

(I) Propagation of pre-existing dislocations from the seed.

(2) Generation of dislocations due to the segregation of solute

atoms and/or impurities.

(3) Generation of dislocations due to a thermal stress.

Intrinsic origins:

(4) Inheritance of dislocations from the liquid state itself.

(5) Condensation of vacancies.

In the preset)t observations described above. no evidence of

the extrinsic origins of dislocations ((1)-(3)) were obtained.

Thus. we can concentrate on the intrinsic origins ((4) and (5)),

and these will be discussed in some detail in the following.

Dislocation inheritance from the llquld

Di51ocation5 are COn5idered a5 bein9 inherited from t.he

liquid. which is medelled as a coagulation of a large nember of

dislocations.

The formation mechanism Of di51ocation5 ba5ed on the

consideration of the liquid structure has been put forward by

ookawa(9). Ir" practical time scale of growing and annealing of

a crystal. di51ocation5 0f at lea5et about lO3 cm′cm3 remain
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inevitably in the crystal according to his calculation. However.

this conflicts with the present result in which the crystal near

the growing interface is dislocation-free. as was shown in Fig.

4.1.

su2Nki
(8)

proposed that under a small supercooling. phase

separation with respect to the dislocation density must OCCur in

tbe 501id-liquid itlterface and the dislocation-free pha5e (solid

phase) and that with numerous di51ocation5 【1iquid plla5e) can

exist 5tably. The density of dislocation changes stepwise at the

interface from zero to the density of the liquid. Therefore. the

crystal always grows without dislocations. This prediction

coincide5 Witb the ob5erVation5 0f Fig. 4.1, l.e‥ that a

dislocation free region exists near the interface. However. this

theory of Suz:uki also apparently contradicted with the fact that

51i9bt Increase Of 9rOWth rate cau5e5 the 9eneratior1 0f

dislocations in the crystal, which was observed in Fig. 4.4 and

Fig. 3.10.

According t.o Kamada
(13),

the mechanism of dislocation

generation can be explained by a dislocation model based on

cotterill･5 theory. Cotterill(7) believed that di51ocation5 in the

interface escape out of the region to the bulk melt and that at.

the same time the crystal grows without dislocations, and that

these excess dislocations will annihilate each other to keep the

thermal equilibrium concentratior) of the bulk melt. This mutual

annihilation of dislocations will produce the latent heat of

501idification. Ba5ed on tbe5e a55umptions, Kamada evaluat.ed the

velocity with which a dislocation escapes out of the interface in

to the bulk melt and concluded that this dislocation velocity

theoretically arrived at agrees with the upper limit of the growth
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rate needed for dislocation-free grob]th.

According to Kamada's hypothesis, therefo{e. if the growth

rate of crystals exeeds the characteristic growth rate mentioned

above. dislocations would be generated at the interface. This

expectation i5 in conflict with the observ∂.tiorl in Fiヮ. 4.3 of

there bein9 an incubation period in the 9eneration of

dislocation5 during 9rOWth. This difficulty applies also for the

expectation of Suzuki ●5 tbeory.

Vacancy condensat ion

The other model is based on collapsing of vacancy discs which

are formed by condensation of excess VaCaI■lCie5. If dislocations

are introdeced by the vacancy condensation mechanism, nO

dislocations should be observed in the crystal adjacent to the

solid-liquid interface. because some degr'ee of undercooling is

necessary to obtain the excess concentration of vacancies required

to form vacency or dislocation loops. However. there have been

cr-iticisms against this type of theories.

For instance. Shoeck and Tillar
(I)

assumed that any excess

concerltration of vacancies arises solely from a temperature change

and that initial vacancy concentration i5 the equilibl'ium value at.

the melting point. However, this equilibrium concentration of

vacancy cannot explain the observed density of the vacancy discs

or dislocation loops. The argument which had been made against

the vacancy condensation mechanism is that high 5uPerSaturation of

vacancies is needed to form vacancy discs or dislocation loops

which call be obtained at quite low temperatures
(12),(13)

Bollin9 and Fain5tein
(2)

tried to modify the theory of

vacancy condensation mechanism from the assumption of the trapping

of vacancies. They assumed a diffuse interface following Temkin
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(14)
and suggested that vacancies contained in the liquid would be

trapped at the 501id-liquid interface advancin9 into the crystal

and concluded that defect5 due to exces5 VaCanCie5 COuld be forlⅥed

at high temperature. This theor'y can explain the observations

shown in Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.3 that an increase in the growth rate

results in an increase in the dislocation density. because an

increase in the growth rate will result in an increase in the

number of those VaCanCie5 that. are trapped by the interface.

Therefore it can be concluded that present Observations

Support the vacancy condensation mecbani5m Of Bollin9 and

Fainstein
(2).

although actual number of excess vacancies trapped

at the advancing interface may be greater than estimated by them.

because many dislocation are generated during growth as shown in

Fig. 4.3.

Thi5 VaCanCy trappin9 may Occur in order to compen5at.e for･

the difference of the density of the liquid and that of the solid.

in other words, the structural difference of the liquid and the

SOlid･ In an ordinary metal such as alum.inium･ the density of the

liquid is les5 than that of the solid. In other words. the

liquid of 5uCh metals may contain numerous vacancies. Therefore,

it may be presumed that. numerou5 VaCanCie5 are trapped at the

crystal surface in contact with it5 melt.. Consequently,

dislocations are likely to be generated during growth by vacancy

condensation mechanism.

On the contrary. in materials such as silicon and gallium.

in which the density of the liquid i5 9reater than that of the

5011d. the number of vacancies trapped at the solid-liquid

interface may be less than that in an ordinary metal. Therefore.

crystals with high perfection may be obtainable in. these
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materials. However, th15 pre5umption must be confirmed from

observations on other materials, such as bismuth and antinorly.

To 9rOW Crystals with high perfection. this pre5unption on the

origin of dislocations necessitates certain growing conditions

such as that crystals should be thin and the temperature gradient･

Should be 5mall.

Growth theories based on the dislocation models of liquid

(1),(2)
. seem to have some shortcomings at the present time.

4. 5. CHAPTER SUMMARY

In the observation of dislocation configuration during growth

process. a region without dislocation was observed near the solid-

liquid interface in aluminium single crystal. In the case of rapid

growth faster than 40 Llm/S in the pr･esent experiment.. numerou5

dislocations were generated in the crystal after the passage Of

the interface.

In the 9rOWth of 9allium 5in91e crystal from a hi9bly

perfect seed. di51ocations were not generated over the whole

crystal under the condition 9iven in the presellt experiment.

From these Ob5erVatlons. the most probable origin of

dislocations associated with the grotdth is considered to be

Vacancy COnden5ation.

From this result, unit process of crystal growth from the

melt may be supposed to be ''atom by atom'' process or a process

similar to it.

Grouth theorle5 Whlch are based on the dislocation mode15 0f
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the liquid State Seem tO be unsuitable at the present time･
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cHAPTt:氏 5 DENDRITIC GROWTH OF Al-Mg ALLOY SINGLE CRYSTALS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Most of ingots and castings have a dendrite structure and

the finene55 0f dendrite5 affect5 the homogeneity of the

mechanical properties of the materials. Therefore. numerous

invest igations have been made both experimental ly and

theoretically on the mechanism Of the dendrite 9rOWtb and on the

factors which affect the finene55 0f dendrite structure.

For example. experimental investigations have been made on

the transition layer between the dendrite arms
(1)I (2).

the

preferred orientation of dendrite arms
(1)･ (3)-(5).

the

relationship between supercooling of the･'melt and growth rat.e
(1).

(6).
the tip radius of the dendrite arm

(7)･ (8).
dendrite arm

spacing
(9)-(13).

interface morphology
(14)I (15).

etc. In

addition. there have been many theoretical studies on the dendrite

growth. 5uCh as the theory of isothermal dendritic growtll

(17)

(16).

. the theoretical analy5i5 0f the primary arm 5paCin9
(18).

the theoretical analy5i5 0n 501ute redistribution in dendritic

501idification
(19).

etc. However. most Of the experimental

studies of dendrite growth which have been made so far are of the

ヽ

type "ex post facto●● to the actual proce55 0f 501idification. In

particular. in meta15 and alloy5 Which are not transparent to

visual I ight. 5equential growth of dendri te arms and

microstructual change of morphology of dendrlte arms dul'ing

cooling after solidification could not be clarified.

This is the reason why complete clarification of dendrlte
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growth mechanism has not yet been obtained. 'Therefore. direct and

real time observation ha5 been hi9hly desired to improve this

Situation.

Tbere have been 5eVeral report5 0n real time ob5erVation5 0f

the solidification proce55 0f alloys by optical-【20) and. electron

micro5COPy
(21)I (22).

However. optical microscopy is not powerful

enough to observe microstructures of growing interface of alloys

which are not transparent tO Visual li9ht. Elect,ron microscopy is

not suitable for the observation of dendrite grouth. in

particular. for the determination of the 5PaCing of dendrite ar'ms

because of the extreme thinness of the specimen used.

Takin9 tbe precedin95 into account. tbe attempt to し15e real

time X-ray topography. which ba5 already broし19ht u5 Valuable

information on the growth mechanism Of pure metals
(23).

has been

made to study dendrite growth of alloys. By taking full advantage

of real time X-ray topography, ob5erVation5 have been made in the

present experiments on the followin9 Subjects ;

(1) Sequential growth and morphology of the dendrite arms during

501idification5 aS a functior) of growth rate.

(2) Morphological changes of dendrite arm5･ aS a function of Mg

content.

(3) Morphological changes and solute redistribution during cooling

and isothermal annealing after solidification.

(4) Observation of the meltin9 PrOC955 0f previously grown

dendrite.

In the observation of dendritic solidification process by

real tine X-ray topography. care must be taLken in avoiding the
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influence of size and free surfaces of the specimen used on the

morphology of growth front. Therefore. specimell materials with a

small 〃･ where⊥l is the linear absorption coefficient for'Ag KoLI

I､adiation. and with a relat.ively low melting point are

recommended.

5. 2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The present observations have been made with aluminium alloys

containing 0.5. 2.0, 4.0 and 7.0 at%Mg. The phase diagram of Al-Mg

system is illustrated in Figure 5.I.

Because the strucure of only one grain can be imaged at the

same time by the Lang method. Al-Mg single crystals of the

compositions mentioned above Mere prepared by st.rail1-anneal

method at first. Hot rolled 5heet5 0f 2 mm thick for each

composition were cold-rolled to produce sheets of a size about 20O

x 20 x 1 mm3. These Sheets were chemically polished and pre-

annealed at 800 - 870 K for 1.5 hour's. St,rains varying 1 to 5･ %

were introduced to these sheets by tension followed by annealing

just under the meltin9 temperature for 7 hour5. GraiI15 With a

つ

surface area of largel､ than 70 mm`~ were used as specimen5 for the

observation. The cry5tallo9raphic orient.aion5 0f the 5urface5 0f

tbe 5peCimen thu5 prepared and t′he relatioI15bip between 5traill and

grain 5ize in the 5train anneal method are shown in Figure 5.2.

These single crystals were spark cut into smaller specimens of

about 20 x 4 mm2, and chemically polished in the501ution of 3

parts HNO3･ 19 parts HCIO4 and 190 parts CH3COOH (by volume)･ The

specimens thus obtained had a length of about 20 mm. a width of
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about 4 mm and a thickness of 0.8 mm.

with the aid of the furnace(24) shown in Fig. 5.2.

unidirectional melting and solidification processe5 Were Observed

by real time X-ray topo9raPhy. The topographic images were also

recorded on llford-L4 nuclear research plates. if neces畠ary. t,o

observe at a higher resolution.

5. 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

5.3.1 Interfacial Morpholo9ie5 a5 a Function of Growth Rate

Figure 5.3 shows topographs of dendrite morphologies in the

solid-liquid interface in Al-4.0 at%Mg alloy recorded on nuclear

research plates. 1n Fig. 5.3 (a). the growth rate of primary- or

tertiary arms in the region indicated by A and B with arrows were

53 jim/S and 130 llm/S. reSpeCtively. In the present study, growth

rate means that of primary arms. unless otherwise indicated.

Higher-order (Secondary. tertiary. and so forth) arms indicated by

the arrows with the respective number can be 5een in this figure.

Here. ●ttertiary arm5■● mean5 the arm5 Which 9rOW from 5eCOndary

arms and '-quaternary arms'' means the arms which grow froth SO-

called ''tertiary arms''. and so forth. in this paper. In Fig. 5.3.

Secondary arm5 and quaternary arms grew in the 5ame く001〉

direction and their growth 5tOpped before they impinged on each

other. The 5eCOndary arm 5paCin9 0f dendrites 9rOWn at･ a low

growth rate (region A) is larger than that of more raLPidly grown

dendrite (region B). Thls agrees with the result of conventional
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Fi9ure 5.2 Stereo 9rapbic projection of surface

directions of recrystall ized grains

obtained by strain anneal method for

Al-M9 alloy of variou5 M9 COntent (a) (d)

and (e) show5 relationships between 5train

and 9rain 5ize of the alloys illustrated.
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A: 531｣m/S

B: 130LJm/S

b

監
＼

T
C

｣

C: 1251Jm/S

Figure 5.3 X-ray topographs recorded on nuclearresearCh

plates showing morphological chan9e Of dendrite arms

of Al-4.0 at%Mg alloys a5 a functioI- Of growth

rate. Growth rate of primary and tertiary ar'ms Was

(a) 53 lュn/S and 130 pn/s in the region indicated by

A and B with the arrow5. and (b) 125 pm/5･

re5PeCtively. The 9rOWt,h direction was [100] ar)d

reflection vector, 9, Was [020].
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‖ex■po5t facto■t experiment5 made on bulk cry5ta15. Tberefore, it.

may be said that growth conditions in the present 5tudy are

Similar to those Of bulk cry5ta15. The morpholo9ie5 0f 5eCOndar〉′

or quaternary arm5 Varied with the change Of 9rOWth rate. In the

larger growth rate region (B). primal.y and secondary arms have

made a right an91e with each other. On the other hand, tbey

crossed at an acute angle irL the region growII Slowly 【A). In

contrast to this. When the crystal was 9rOWn at a COnStant rate.

primary and secondary arms crossed at a constant angle throughout

the crystal.

Fi9ure 5.4 i5 a Serie5 0f TV ima9e5 reCOrded on a video

tape during the solidification with gradual increase in grouth

rate. Time intervals between each topograph and growth rate for

each are indicated below each figure. A5 5hown in Fig. 5.4 (a)

and (c), 5eCOndary arms. which are developed near the tip5 0f

primary arms. are observed to make an acute angle to the primary

arms. The angle between these secondary arms and the primary arm

approached a right angle with the advancement of the tip of the

primary arm (Fig. 5.4 (d) and (e)). On the contrary. if the growth

I'ate became faster (Fiヴ. 5.4 (f)). the 5eCOndary arm5 eXtellded at

an angle neary equal to a right angle near the growth front.

5.3.2 Morphological Change as a Function of Mg Content

Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.7 show norphological changes with the

change of 9rOWth rate and Mg cont.ent. Eacll ima9e Wa5 reCOrded

intermittently on nuclear re5eaCh plate with an exposure Of 60

seconds during which dendrlte 9rOWth was disrupted. 1n the present

- 1()8-
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5tu■dy, the angle between the primary and 5eCOndary arm5 Wa5

measured on the topographs. In an Al-4.0 at%Mg alloy. the angle

between primary and 5eCOndary arm5 Varied from 72 de9ree tO 90

degree with increasing growth rate from 12 pm/s t.o 150リm/S (Fig.

5.5J. The same tendency was observed in an Al-2.0 at%-Mg alloy

(Fig. 5.6) and in an Al-0.5 atXM9 alloy (fiヮ. 5.7). Furthermore,

at the 5ame 9rOWtb rate of 150 〃m′5, the an91e between the primary

and secondary arms was different. I.e.. 90 degree in an Al-4.0

at%Mg alloy and 69 degree in Al-0.5 at./.Mg alloy, respectively.

Interrelations anon9 the angle betweell Primary and 5eCOndary

arms. 9rOWth rate and M9 COntent are illdicated in Fi9ure 5.8. The

observation could not be made on 9rOWth rate faster than 150 pm/5

because it wa5 Very difficult to illterrupt the 9rOWth immediately.

However. it nay be predicted. for example. in an Al-0.5 at%Mg

alloy that secondary arms would make a right angle to the primary

arms at a grouth rate exeeding 200 - 300 pm/s.

5.3.3 Delldrite Morbpolo9ie5 Solidified in other Cry5tallo9rapbic

Orient,ations in Comparison With く100〉 direction

Fi9ure 5.9 5how5 dendI､ite morpbolo9y at the 501id卜1iquid

interface of Al-4.0 atXM9 Cry5ta1 501idified in く110〉 direct.ion.

These image5 Were Obtained with the same crystal add recorded on

nuclear research plates during 60 second int.erruptions in the case

Of 9rOWth rate of 90 pm/s. Fig. 5.9 (b) is an image recorded by

rotating the crystal 0.05 degree around the vertical axis relat.ive

to the angle of Fig. 5.9 (a).

In (Ilo) direction grown crystals. the dendrite assembly

-Ilo-
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5howe･d a ･･V･･ type Structure(25). These dendritearms grew toward

two equivalent く100〉 direction5 makin9 all an91e of 45 de9ree tO

the 9rOWth direction. No primary arm alon9 く110〉 was observed and

ヨome arm5 alon9 く100〉 acted a5 primary axis.

Figure 5.10 is a series of TV images observed during the

solidification process of the same crystal shown in Fig. 5.9.

From tbe5e tOpO9raph5. tbe 501idification proce55 in く110〉

direction can be summarized as follows: i) Two dendrite arms are

generated at the same origin and extend in two equivalent (100)

directions. ii) These two primary arms grou preferentially and are

accompanied by upward 9rOWth of secondary arms (Fiヮ. 5.10 (b)).

iii) Secondary arms grow upward at a slow 5Peed making right

angles with the primary arms. iv) Preferential growth of one of

these secondary arms occurs. v) The secondary arm acts like the

primary arm and thi5 prOCe55 0f i) to iv) i5 repeated. The proce55

mentioned above is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.9.

Dendrite morpholo9y near tbe 501id-liquid interface during

solidification in く111〉 direction is shown in Figure 5.ll. TlleSe

ima9e5 are recorded on nuclear research plates with a 5hort

interruption of growth. In this case, three primary arms should

grow in three equivalent (100) directions making an angle of

54.7 de9ree tO 'the growt.h direction. Houever. ollly one of these

arms was observed to grow preferentially owing to the deviation of

growth direction from the intended growth direction.

Fi9ure 5.12 show5 dendrlte morphology of Al-0.5 at.LM9 CryStal

during 9rOWth in く130〉 direction. In the growth rate of 40 J}m/S

and 10 pn/s. well-defined primary arm5･ Were Observed to grow in

く100〉 diI'eCtion.
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5.3.4 Morphological Changes during Cooling and Isothermal

Annealin9 after Solidification

Morpbolo9ical chan9e5 0f dendrite5 durin9 COOlin9 and

also isothermal annealillg Were Observed by X-ray topogI･aPhy.

Topo9raphs shown here were.recorded on puclear research plates

except for Fi9ure 5.14.

Figure 5.13 shows a change of dendrite 5truCture Of Al-4.0

at%Mg crystal during the cooling process after solidification. 1n

Fig. 5.13 (a). it was observed that primary. secondary, and

tertiary arms crossed each other at right angles. After gradual

cooling to a temperature 10 K lower than the meltin9 temperature.

little change in dendrite morphology was observed. However.

dendrite morphology had gradually changed with the decrease in

temperature. These morphological changes observed here were mainly

due to the change in lattice constant accompanied by the variation

of the temperature. In this case of cooling at a relatively small

rate. dendrite morphology did not change greatly.

Figure 5.14 shows the morphological change during a more

rapid cooling process. Fig. 5.14 (a) to (d) are images of gr'owth

process and Fig. 5.14 (e) to (h) are that of subsequent cooling.

These images are TV images and the cooling rate in Fig. 5.14 (a)

to (h) was about I K/s. In Fig. 5.14 (c). the distortion of

dendrite arm occurred at the location indicated by arrow. and

then furl.her di5tOrtion5 Were Observed at other location5 (Fig.

5.14 L (d) to (I)). Ill Fig. 5.14 (g) and (h). rapid change of

dendrite morphology occurred over the whole crystal. The

distortion of dendrite arm5 0b5erVed in Fiヮ. 5.14 (a) to (f) i5

considered to be due to 5hrinka9e at the cry5ta1 5urface. Thi5
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lattice distortion of eac_h dendrite arms is estimated to be about

+_ 0.3 degree from another observation. The I'apid change of the

morphology shown in Fig. 5.14 (g) and (h) may occur due to the

stres5 hlhich resulted from segregation of Mg atoms.

Figure 5.15 is a 5erie5 0f X-ray topo句raphs takell during

isotherJ7)al annealing near the melting tenpel:ature. Fig. 5.15 (a)

is an image taken just after the growth of dendrite arms. After

keeping t.he temperature constant for 3 minutes, morphological

chan9e Wa5 0b5erVed in Fig. 5.15 (b). Primary arm5 5eemed to

become thick by absorbing molten metal and/or secondary arms.

However. little change in dendrite morphology was observed

between the crystal annealed for 3 minute5 and th∂.t annealed fo†-

18 minute5 at 657 K (Fiヴ. 5.15 (c)).

Morphological change of dendrite arms were also examined

during isothermal annealing at a temperature of 100 K below t.he

melting temperature, a5 Shown in Figure 5.16. In this case, 1jttユe

change of dendrite morphology was obser-ved during the isothermal

anneal inヮ.

Consequently. we conclude that morphological change of

dendrite aI､m5 durin9 isothermal annealin9 0CCur5 Ilear the meltiI19

temperature in tbe~■first few minutes.

5.3.5 0b5erVation of Meltin9 Proce55

Figure 5.171 illustrates TV images of a melting process after

solidification 5hown in Figure 5.18 of Al-4.0 atXMg crystal. In

this figure. melting proceeds from high-order arms to low-order
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arms. However, macro5COpical meltin9 0CCurred from upper delldrite

arms (located at the part with high temperature) to lower arms

(located at the part with low temperature). From these re5ult5. it,

can be 5aid that 501idification and J7)eltin9 prOCe5S are n()t

exactly reversed.

Figure 5･19 show5 the melting proce.ss of an Al-4･O at.LMg

cryst･al grown in く100〉 directi､on. Melting occurred first in

h･igh-order arms (secondary or tertiary arms) located near the tip

of primary arm5 (Fiヴ. 5.19 (a),(b)) alld melting ･prOpa9ated

downward in the high-order arms with increase in tmeper.ature (Fig.

5.19 (c) to (f)). However, in contrast to t.he melting process of

Fig. 5.17. meltin9 0f the primary arms occurred after almost all

hi9b-order arm5 have melted (Fig. 5.19 (g) t.o (j)).

The
.above

results indicated that there is a difference in

concentration profiles of Mg between the crystal grown in く100〉

direction and tbat 9rOWn ill Other direction. The ob5erVational

result that the solidification and melting processes ar'e not

exactly reversed can be explailled by con5iderin9 a partial

redistribution of solute atoms after･ solidificaLt.ion.

5. 4 DISCUSSION

Morpholo91cal chan9e5 0f dendrlte arn5 aS a function of 9rOt*th

rate and concentration of M9 COntent

The present real time X-ray topographic observations shown
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that, the angle between primary and 5eCOndary arm5 is found to be

dependent on the growth rate and initial Mg concentration. and not

necessarily to be a right angle (Fig. 5.3 and Fig 5.5 to Fig 5.7).

Parameters which are related to growth rate of 5eCOndary arms

and concentratior1 0f alloying element in dendrite -arms are

considered by conventional .'ex
post facto'- studies to be a5

follows:

(1) Tip radiu5 0f primary arms

The tip radius decreases With increase of the growth

rat･e(26), namely. the tip radius at a low growth rate (Fig.

5.5(a), for example) is larger than that at a high growth rate

(Fig. 5.5(c)). Secondary arms generate and extend so as to

minimize the surface energy. i.e.. they make a right angle to the

surface of primary arms. Therefore. if the secondary arms generate

at the tip of the primary arms. it is possible for the primary and

the secondary arms to make an acute angle at a low growth rate.

Howeverl it has been pointed out
(27)

that the distance betweerl

the tip of the primary arm and the locat.ion at which 5eC()ndary

arms generate increases with the incr･ease of the tip radius.

Consequently. this tip radius may be independent of the angle

between primary- and secondary arms.

(2) Temperature 9radient in tbe 5y5tem

The temperature gradient used in these observations is about

1.0 K/mm.which is quite 5mall compared with that used in the

conventional studies.

In the case Of dendrite growth under a snail temperature

9radient. a relatively extensive region may be under cooled in the

melt near the 5011d-liquid interface. If secondary arm5 9enerat.e

to make an acute angle with primary arm5 for 50me reason. they can
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grow in the direction which makes an acute angle with the primary

arm because of the exsistence of an undercooled region. Uhen the

temperature gradient is large near the tip of primary arms. these

secondary arms could not extend upward because of the increasing

temperature along this direction.

Con5equently. the temperature gradient. near the tip of primary

arms is responsible for the observed morphology of secondary arms.

(3) Concentration of M9 atOmS in the dendrit.e arms

ln the case Of rapid grouth, the concentration of Mg in the

liquid near the solid-liquid interface became high because of the

Mg contenLt Which had been exhausted from dendrite arms. and could

not diffuse sufficiently into the liquid due to lack of time

interval nece55ary for a complete diffusion. On the contrary, ill

the growth at a 5mall rate.
.the

concentration of Mg in the growing

dendrite arm5 apprOaChe5 the equilibrium concentration. From the

observational result shown in Fig. 5.8, the angle bethleen primary

and 5eCOndary arms approaches the right angle with the increase of

the macroscopical grouth rate. Therefore. it can be supposed that

the angle between primary and 5eCOndary arms changes with the

COnCentration of Mg in the growing dendrite arms. This 5PeCulation

i5 COmpatible with the experimental result that the arTLgle is

proportional to the initial concentration of Mg in the bulk

crystal.

Consequently, the geheration of secondary arms which make an

acute angle with primary･arm5 relate5 tO the concentration of M9

in the 9rOWin9 dモndrlte arms.

kbrpholo91cal chan9e durln9 COO11n9 and 150thermal annealln9
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after 5011dlflcatlon

Rapid chan9e Of dendrite morphology was observed during

growth and successive cooling at. a rate of 1 h'/s (Fig. 5.10). At

first. lattice distortion of dendrite arm5 take5 place durin9

cooling, which may be due to stress generated by shrinkage of

crystal. The 5ub5equent Chan9e Of dendrite morpbolo9y Which■occurs

over the whole crystal may be caused by the illternal stl'eSS

originated from segregation of Mg atoms (Fig. 5.9). Therefore.

morphology observed examined metallographically after the

solidification may differ from that durin9 0r just after the

501idificatioll.

A5 Can be 5een in Fig. 5.1l. the norphological change of

dendrite arms a150 0CCurred durin9 a few minute5 after isothernlal.

annealing near the melting temperature. In this case. primary arms

seemed to thicken by absorption of secondary arms. This change of

dendrite morphology was observed only near the melting tenper'ature

in the time interval of present observation. This morphological

change J7)ay be caused by diffusion into the solid.

In tbi5 Way. mOrpbolo9ical chan9e5 0f dendrit.e arm5 Ca‡l be

observed by real time observations using X-ray topogr-aphy during

coolin9 ju5t after 501idification with the temperature being kept

near the melting temperature. This is one of the reasons why real

time observations using X-ray topography are necessary to the

Study of dendritic 9rOWth.

Lbrpholo91e5 0f dendrlte ln different cry5tallographlc orlentatlon
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In the observations of Fig. 5.9 to Fig. 5.13. dendrite arms

grow Preferentially in く100〉 direction. and dendrite morphology

depend5 0n maCrO5COPical growth direction. These findin9S On the

morpholo9y Can be explained on the basis of the interrelation

betueen preferential growth direction of く100'〉 and

macro5しOpica1 growth direction.

In the case of growth ir! (110) direction. two equivalent

く100〉 direction5 make an angle 45 degree5 tul the macroscopica1

growth direction of く110〉 (Fiヮ. 5.20). Therefore, there 5hould

be the arms preferentially grown in two equivalent (loo)directions

but no distinguished primary arms (Fig. 5.10. 5.20).

If a crystal 9rOW5 maCrO5COpically in く111〉 direction.

three equivalent く100〉 direction5 make an an91e 54.7 de9ree tO

the growth direction. In this case. three arms should

preferentially grow in (loo) directions. However, this ideal

9rOWth 5hould be 5en5itive to the condition existin9 in the

9rOWin9 Sy5ten. If one of these equivalent く100〉 direction5

approaches the macroscopical growth direction, preferentia1

9rOWth of dendrite arm5 5hould occur (Fly. 5.12).

In the case of growth in (130) direction shown in Fig.

5.12, primary arm5 Were Observed to 9rOW alon9 0ne く100〉 direction

preferentially because there is only one (100) direction close to

the nacroscopical growth direction.

Consequently. it nay be concluded that preferential growth

direction5 0f dendrite arm5 are unaffected by overall

macroscopical growth direction.

Concentration proflle5 0f肘
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Figure 5.20 Relation between preferen-

tlal direction of dendrite arms

t loo暮 and macro5COpica1 9rOWth

direction.
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From the observations of the melting process. concentration

profile5 0f M9 at different part5 0f the dendrite arm5 have been

estimated. According to the phase diagram of Al-Mg system. a part

with a low melting temperature has a hi9h concentratiotl Of Mg in

the present range of concentration.

In (loo) direction growth. the melting occurred at first in

the high-order dendrite arms. After most of these arms had been

melted. primary arms began to melt from tip to lower part.

Therefore, it may be presumed that there i5 COn5iderable

difference in the concentration of Mg content between primary arms

and other bi9h-order arms.

The concentration profiles of M9 in colunnar dendrite are

estimated from these observations and illustrated schematically in

Figure 5.21. AIso. it nay be pointed out that experimental

results of concentration profiles obtained at room temperature

with ''ex
post facto'- method differ from the profiles of just

after the solidification.

5. 5 C仙IPTt:氏 SU仙ARY

Morpholo91 e5 0f dendrl te arm5 dur i n9 mel t i n9 and

solidlflcation processes have been observed by real time X-ray

topography. Important information. which can net be obtained from

the conventi･onal experiment with the static method. has been

obtained as follows.

In th占observation5 0f dendrite morphologie5 With varlatlon

of 9rOWth rate and concentration of Mg. generation and 9rOWth of
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Fi9ure 5.21 Scbematic illu5tratlon of the

concentration profiles of Mg in columnar

dendrite.
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secondary arms which make an acute angle with primary arms have

been observed. The generation of these Secondary arms is

considered to be related to the growth rate and the concentration

of Mg content in the growing dendrite arms. The temperature

9radient in the liquid llear the 501id-liquid interface may be

re5pOn5ible for tbe 9rOWth of the5e 5eCOndary arms.

In the observation5 0f morpholo9ical chan9eS Of dendrite

arm5 have been observed durin9 COOlin9 and isothermal annealing.

Morphology of dendrite arms changes just after the solidification

during slow rate coolin9 SuCh as 1 K/s. At first, lattice

di5tOrtlon of dendrite arm5 take5 place followed by morpholo9ical

change Of dendrite arm5 0Ver the whole crystal. Tbe5e

morpholo9ical chan9e5 may be caused by 5tre55 due to shrillka9e Of

crystal or segregation of Mg atoms. During cooling at a speed less

than 8 x 10 -2 K/s. charues of dendrite morphology have rarely

been observed.

Morpholo9ical chan9e Of dendrite arm5 ha5 been a150 0b5erVed

during isothermal annealing near the melting temperature. This

chan9e 15 Cau5ed by diffusion in 501id.

In the observations of dendrite morphology with variation of

cry5tallographic growth direction, dendrite arms alway grow in

く100〉 directlon5 at a prOper 9rOWth rate. It i5 COnCluded that

9rOWth directions of dendrite arms are independent of

JT)aCrO5COPica1 growth direction.

From the observations of melting process, concentration

profiles of Mg ln dendrite arms have been estimated and provided

Such lnfornation that ′there is considerable difference in the

concentration of Mg between primary arms and other high-order

arn5.
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C托APTER 6 SU仙ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Full understanding of the structure of crystal surface in

contact with the JT)elt i-5 indispensable for elucidat.ion of the

mechanism of crystal growth from the melt. However. the structure

of the 501id-liquid interface of the metal cry5ta15 ba5 nOt yet

been elucidated 5ati5factorily by experiments.

Neverthele55. the 5truCture Of the 501id-liquid interface has

been investigated theoretically. and some models of it have been

proposed (Chapter l).

One of the effective experimental methods for investigating

the growth mechanism is direct and real-time observation of the

morphology of solid-liquid interface during growth and the effect

of lattice defect5 0n.it.

Tbe 5truCture Of the 501id-liquid interface on atomic 5Cale

can be inferred from the observation of its effect. on the

morphology. Furthernore. the mechanism of crystal growth from the

melt can be inferred by comparin9 the observed morpholo9y Of the

solid-liquid interface with that 'theoretically predicted.

Real time X-ray topography is a most effect.ive method for

observin9. the TnOrpholo9y Of 501id-liquid interface during growth.

particularly for metallic crysta15 Which are opaque to visual

l19ht, becau5e lt enable5 u5 tO Observe directly the 9rOWtb

Process Of of a bulky metal crystal aLnd. the introduction and role

of lattice lattice defects.in particular. d151ocation5 1n the

growing crystal.`

For the purpose of the ob5erVatlon of melting and growth
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processes of metallic single crystals tAith relatively high melting

temperature continuously, a Lan9 type tOpO9rapby camera with a

high temperature furnace for uni-directional solidificat.ion was

constructed on a large gonioneter of an ultra-high intensity X-ray

generator (90 kU class) and a TV-VTR imaging system has been

developed (Chapter 2).

Uith the aid of these facilities. real time observation5 0f

melting and 9rOWth processes of aluminium and gallium single

crystals and 9rOWth of Al-M9 alloy5 have been made by X-ray

topography.

In the first place, micro5COpica1 Structure Of the 501id-

liquid interface and the mechanism of growth from the melt of

aluniniun and gallium.single crystals are clarified (Chapter 3)I

In the case of aluminium. whose Jackson's parameter c* is

about 1.3, it is found under the. temperature 9radient of l -

10

K/mm and 9rOWth rate of 12
-

1400〃m′5 that :

(1) The 501id-liquid illterface durin9 9rOWtb i5 rOu9h or 5mOOtb.

depending on growth rate and growth direction.

(2) The 9rOWtb 15 by the continuou5 9rOWth.

(3) Uhen a crystal grows at a rate greater than a certain value

(about 30 PTD/5 1n the present experiments) or when the growth rate

is changed to exceed such value. many dislocations are suddenly

generated into the newly grown.region of the aluminium crystal･

In the case Of 9alliu7n. Whose O( parameter ranges 1.12 - 2.24

dependln9 0n the growth direction. 1t i5 found under the

temperature 9radient of 0.4 K/nm that :

(1) The 501id-liquid interface is smooth fore(O10),(.loo) ･ (Ilo)
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and (lil) and a thin layer of crystallite5 With thickness of a

few atomic distances exists in front of the crystal surface which

contact5 tbe melt.

(2) The growth is by the lateral growth. and the rate of lateral

spread of nuclei is almost the same as that of nucleation.

(3) SoJne habit planes which can not be predicted from the

Jack50n●5 tbeorie5 W■ere Ob5erVed 5uCh a5 (110) and (111) . So

that.thi5 tbeory. has to be modified altbou9 tb theory 5eem5 tO be

of 9eneral validity.

One of the modification proposed is to take into account of the

second nearest neighbour atoms in calculating c* paramet.er.

A5 re9ard5 the origin of dislocation. there have been two

models associated with the mechanism of crystal growth from the

melt ; one is a model based on transformation of vacancy clusters

and another is based on the dislocation model of the liquid state

itself. To investgate the origin and role of dislocations.

configurations of dislocations in the metallic crystal near the

interface during growth was observed with real time X-ray

topography (Capter 4).

In the case of aluminium. a dislocation free region was

observed in adjacent to the advancing front. It was a150 0bserved

that many dislocations were- 9enerated behind this dislocation-

free region when the cooling speed was low.

In the 9rOWth of gallium sin91e crystal from a highly perfect

seed. dislocations were not generated over the uhole 9rOWin9

cry5ta15. From these Ob5erVation5. the ori91n of di51ocation5

associated with the aforehentioned 9roWth mechanism is vacancy

condensation. Accordln91y, the aforementloned growth theories
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based on the dislocation models of the liquid are considered to be

invalid.

Real time X-ray topography. which had brought us valuable

information on growth mechanisms of pure metals. was applied to

the study of dendrite growth of Al-Mg binary alloys (Chap.5).

In the observations of dendrite morphologies as a function of

growth rate and concentration of Mg. generation and growth

of hiヴher order arms, in particular, secondary arms. were observed.

The generation of these secondary arms and others is considered to

be related to concentration of Mg in the gr.owing dendrite arms.

Temperature gradient in the liquid near the interface seems to be

re5pOn5ibユe for the macro5COpic 9rOWth direction5 0f these

secondary arms.

Morphological as well as microstructural changes of dendrite

arms were observed during cooling alld isothermal annealing after

501idification. Morpholo9y Of dendrite arm5 Chan9e5 ju5t after●

the solidification during cooling. At first. lattice distortion

of dendrite arms takes place and morphological change as well as

mic.rostructural of dendrite arms followed over the whole cr'ystal.

These changes are likely caused by the stre?s due to shrinkage of

crystal surface or segregation of Mg atoms.

'

Morphological and micro5truCtural change of dendrite arms has

a150 been observed during isothermal annealing near the melting

temperature. Thi5 Chan9e i5 attributable to tbe 501ute

redistribution caused by diffusion in solid.

In the observations of dendrite morphology with the variation

of macroscopical growth direction. primary dendrite arms always

grow in (.loo) direction at the growth rate examined in the present
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experiments (10 pm/5
-

90 pm/5)･ It is concluded that 9rOWth

direction of dendrite arm5 is independent of macro5COpica1 9rOWth

direction (i.e. the direction of temperature gradient).

Fron the observations of the melting process. concentration

profile5 0f M9 in dendrite arm5 Were estimated. It can be

concluded that there is considerable difference in the

concentration of Mg between primary arms and other high-order

arms.
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